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Abstract
The surface acoustic wave properties of B erlin ite  (a-AlPO^) 
have been investigated th eoretica lly  and experim entally,for a variety  
of crystallographic orientations,to  evaluate its  possible use as a 
substrate material for temperature compensated surface acoustic wave 
devices.
A computer program has been developed to calculate the 
surface wave properties of a material from its  e las tic ,p ie zo e le c tric , 
d ie lec tric  and la tt ic e  constants and th e ir  temperature derivatives.
The program calculates the temperature coeffic ien t of delay,the  
velocity of the surface wave, the direction of power flow and a 
measure of the electro-mechanical coupling. These calculations have 
been performed fo r a large number of orientations using a modified 
form of the data given by Chang and Barsch for B erlin ite  and predict 
several new temperature compensated directions.
Experimental measurements have been made of the frequency- 
temperature response of a surface acoustic wave o sc illa to r on an 80“
X axis boule cut which show i t  to be temperature compensated in 
qu alita tive  agreement with the theoretical predictions. This orien t­
ation shows a cubic frequency-temperature dependence instead of the 
expected parabolic response. Measurements of the electro-mechanical 
coupling coeffic ien t k^gave a value lower than predicted. Similar 
measurements on a Y cut plate gave a value which is approximately 
twice that of ST cut quartz, but again lower than predicted. The 
surface wave velocity on both these cuts was measured to be s lig h tly  
higher than predicted by the computer program.
Experimental measurements of the la tt ic e  parameters a and 
c are also presented for a range of temperatures from 25°C to ju st 
above the a - 3  transition at 584°C. These results are compared with 
the values obtained by Chang and Barsch.
The results of th is work indicate that B erlin ite  should 
become a useful substrate material for the construction of temperature 
compensated surface acoustic wave devices.
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Chapter 1. Introduction.
Section 1. Introduction to SAW.
Lord Rayleigh f i r s t  showed in 1885 that i t  was possible 
to propagate an acoustic wave on the free surface of an isotrop ic, 
homogeneous and e las tic  solid occupying an in f in ite  half-space. This 
surface acoustic wave (usually abreviated to SAW) is confined to a 
superficial region of the solid comparable to the wavelength of the 
wave. The amplitude of this surface wave decays exponentially into  
the solid . Lord Rayleigh suggested at the end of his paper [1] that 
these waves might play an important part in earthquakes and the 
collisions of e las tic  solids. The study of these 'Rayleigh Waves' 
on the earths crust was in fact one of the f i r s t  major applications 
of the theory and has led to a better understanding of earthquake 
phenomena.
Sim ilar surface acoustic waves may also propagate on the 
surface of an anisotropic material such as a crysta l. In particu lar  
we are interested in the use of piezoelectric crystals to allow 
coupling between electromagnetic and mechanical signals through the 
piezoelectric e ffe c t. The use of surface acoustic waves on piezo­
e le c tric  crystals has led to the realisation  of many devices in the 
f ie ld  of electronic signal processing. Such devices as broad band 
delay lin es , bandpass f i l t e r s ,  matched f i l te r s  and oscilla tors can 
a ll be designed using surface acoustic waves. The velocity of a 
surface wave is of the order of 1 0 ”  ^ of that of an electromagnetic 
wave. Hence the wavelength of the SAW for a given frequency is five  
orders of magnitude smaller than that of an electromagnetic wave of 
the same frequency, thus promising a reasonably compact electronic  
delay lin e . I f  we can obtain piezoelectric crystal substrates up to 
a few centimeters in length, then we can fabricate devices re la tiv e ly  
easily  fo r frequencies from about lOMHz to around 2GHz.
Section 2. Requirements fo r useful devices.
The electromagnetic signal must be converted into an 
acoustic wave. This is done by means of an in te rd ig ita l transducer 
which u tilis e s  the piezoelectric e ffec t. An in te rd ig ita l transducer 
(IDT) consists of a pair of interlaced metal finger sets which have
-  10 -
been deposited on the surface of the crysta l. A schematic diagram of 
two IDTs forming a delay lin e  is shown in F ig .1.1 . When an AC signal 
at a frequency corresponding to v/x is applied at A then a reduced 
signal is received at B, L/v seconds la te r .
To obtain a useful device we need a material with good 
effic iency and s ta b ility . The effic iency of a p iezoelectric crystal 
is measured by its  coupling co effic ien t. We thus seek materials such 
as Lithium Niobate (LiNbOg) which has a high coupling coeffic ien t of 
about 4.5% and is available commercially as large crystals. The 
coupling coeffic ient k  ^ is in fact related to the difference in 
velocity between a surface wave on a free surface and one on a 
metallised surface and can be w ritten [ 2 ] :
k2 = 2 . (1  + J _ ) .  AV/V.(1 -  Av /v)" i  (1 .1 )
T
P^R
where Av/v = , (31 (1 .2 )
and £ppj is the re la t iv e  d ie le c t r ic  constant fo r  the orientation  
considered and is given by :
( 1^ 1 %  '  (1-3)
However, fo r many materials equation (1 .1 ) can be approximated by :
k^ -  2av/ v (1 .4 )
Slobodnik 14] gives a table of values of k  ^ fo r commonly used SAW 
m aterials.
S ta b ility  is also important and i t  is usually temperature 
s ta b ility  that is required for SAW devices. Often devices are needed
to work with precision in extended temperature ranges, so that
materials that are temperature stable are required. Temperature 
changes can a ffec t SAW devices in three ways, thermal expansion, 
thermal variation of e ffective  e las tic  constants and thermal variation  
of density. The thermal variation of density is related to the thermal 
expansion and both are quite easy to evaluate for a given orientation  
of crysta l. However, the thermal variation of the e ffective  e lastic  
constants is much more complicated. There is no simple analytic  
expression giving these e ffective  e las tic  constants in terms of the 
fundamental crystal constants fo r an arb itrary  orientation of a
-  11 -
F i g . 1.1
SAW
Veloci ty
Schemat ic  diagram of delay line.
Fig. 1.2
0
Si Si
(a)
( } — # - o
(b)
O O
(c) (d)
Diagrams of SI -O-SI  bonds.
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crys ta l, so the evaluation of a temperature coeffic ien t must be 
performed ite ra tiv e ly . The orientation of the crystal is usually 
defined in terms of the Euler angles (a ,3 ,y ) which are described in 
Chapter 2. A temperature coeffic ient of delay (TOD) is calculated by 
evaluating the delay, D(T), at three temperatures and using :
TCD = D (L+  AT) -  D(T„- AT) (1 .5 )
2. AT.D(X)
In the case of the computer program described in Chapter 
4, To is 25°C and AT is 0.5°C. However, other writers 151 have used 
AT of 50°C.
As at ->■ 0, equation (1 .5 ) reduces to :
TCD = ]. 9D 
D„ 9T
( 1.6)
where D represents the time delay as a function of temperature. I t  is 
often easier to measure a temperature coeffic ien t of frequency (TCP) 
which is defined at a f r e q u e n c y  at To as :
TCP = 1 I I  
4  3T
= -  1  ^  
D„ 3T
(1 .7 )
= -  TCD (1 .8 )
A material that has a temperature coeffic ien t of delay (or 
frequency) which is equal to zero at some temperature is said to be 
"temperature compensated" at that temperature. The f i r s t  material 
known to possess a temperature compensated cut was quartz on the ST 
cut [5 ]. However, the coupling coeffic ient k  ^ for ST cut quartz is  
about 0.16%, so the present search for new materials which combine a 
high coupling coeffic ient and temperature compensation was begun. 
Unfortunately the material with the highest coupling co e ffic ien t. 
Lithium Niobate (4.5%), also has a large temperature coeffic ien t of 
delay of 90xl0'®°C’' [4] (often written as 90ppm/°C).
Another factor that can a ffec t the effic iency of a device 
is the angle of the power flow between the transducers. I f  the power 
flow direction and the propagation direction are co-linear then the
-  13 -
maximum proportion of power is transferee!. I f  they are not co -linear, 
then c learly  a reduced proportion of the power passes between the 
transducers and the output signal drops. The angle of power flow, 4 », 
can be calculated, as shown in Chapter 2, and for an e ff ic ie n t device 
is zero (called a "pure mode ax is"). Even i f  the power flow angle is 
zero, a s lig h t misallignment between the transducers and the pure 
mode axis can s t i l l  cause losses. Thus we need to know the slope of 
the power flow angle, , with respect to misallignment. Slobodnik
98
[4] gives an approximation valid for small angles of misorientation  
9 from a pure mode axis e^[6 ] :
V ( 9 )  = 1 + 1 ( 9  - 9 „ f  (1 .9 )
V.  2 39
where v ( 6 ) is  the revised surface wave velocity and v^  is the pure 
mode velocity . Equation (1 .9 ) derives from :
tan(4>) = ( 1 . 1 0 )
V 39
using the small angle approximation, tan(e) = e .
Temperature compensation has been obtained by using many 
methods [71 and some of them w ill be outlined in the rest of this  
chapter.
Section 3. A phenomenological model fo r temperature compensation
Newnham [ 8 ] has suggested a phenomenological model to 
explain why some known materials are temperature compensated and to 
suggest areas to investigate to find new temperature compensated 
m aterials.
The time delay of a signal trave llin g  with a velocity v 
over a distance L is given by :
D = L/v ( 1 . 1 1 )
We can express the velocity v as a function of some e ffective  e las tic
constant c and the density of the material p . Thus equation (1.11)
-  14 -
becomes :
D = L.(c/p)"& (1.12)
I f  we now take natural logarithms :
ln(D) = ln (L) + |ln (p ) -  i ln (c )  (1.13)
The f i r s t  order d iffe re n tia l temperature coeffic ien t of a function 
X is :
1 3 x  = 3_ ( ln (x ))  (1.14)
X 3T 3T
Thus d iffe ren tia tin g  equation (1.13) with respect to T gives :
(1 .15)
Generally T^’ is of the order of +10'^°C', Tp’ is of the 
order of -1G'^°C'‘ and is of the order of -2x10'^°C’‘ giving an 
overall T^^of the order of 10" t^ ' .  From th is  we note that T^ '^ is the 
dominant factor in determining T^^and we look for materials that 
have unusual values of T^’ to compensate T^  ^ and Tp^  in equation (1.15) 
and give us a temperature compensated material (T^  ^= 0 ) .
I f  we consider quartz, we have two e las tic  constants c^  ^
and Cggwhich have positive temperature coefficients [9] :
= +1.78xlOr‘ f '  (1.15)
T™ = +1.01xl0'‘’ °C" (1.17)
^ 6 6
Thus i t  is  lik e ly  that an orientation can be found with an e ffective  
elas tic  constant whose temperature coeffic ien t sets equation (1.15) 
to zero. This occurs in the well known case of the ST cut of quartz.
The structures of the a and 3 phases of quartz provide an 
understanding of the unusual behaviour of Tc^ a^nd Tg^ g, since a quartz 
is a p a rtia lly  collapsed derivative of 3  quartz. At high temperatures 
the SiO  ^ tetrahedra of the a quartz structure rotate to form a fu lly  
expanded structure, undergoing a phase transition  to 3  quartz at 
573°C (see Chapter 3 ). The thermal expansion coeffic ien t T ’^ of quartz 
increases rapidly with temperature to until ju st below the transition  
temperature when i t  decreases abruptly to zero once the fu lly  expanded
structure is achieved. The unusual positive value of is related to
^ 6 6
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the rotation e ffe c t, since Cgg relates the shear stress 1 , 2  about the 
3 axis (z axis) to the shear strain about the same axis. This 
movement is the same as that involved in the tetrahedral rotation  
occuring during the phase transition from a to 3  quartz. S im ila rly ,
Ci4  relates the shear stress T,g to the shear strain which gives a 
tw ist to the tetrahedra, which is also seen to occur as the transition  
temperature is approached.
At room temperature the S i-0-S i bonds are bent (F ig .1 .2a) 
in a quartz. As the structure grows closer to 3 quartz (F ig .1 .2 b ), 
the bonds straighten with temperature (F ig .1 .2 c ). When stressed bonds 
of type (a) go to type (c) where the bonds both lengthen and ro tate.
When bonds of type (b) are stressed they can only go to type (d) 
where only lengthening takes place. Structure (c) shows a larger 
overall change in length than type (d ), hence the lower temperature 
structure is less e las tic  than the higher temperature structure and 
Tg’ is positive. The difference between (c) and (d) also explains the 
abrupt change in T^   ^ at the a - 3  tran s ition .
To sum up, Newnham's model suggests that a temperature 
compensated material has e ither of two properties,
(a) A positive temperature coeffic ient of an e las tic  constant, 
or (b) A negative coeffic ient of thermal expansion.
This then sugests the following qualities  of temperature compensated 
materials :
( i )  Open la tt ic e  structure with an associated bending moment.
( i i )  The existance of a structural phase tran s itio n .
-  16 -
Section 4. Temperature compensated m a te r i a l s .
(a) Quartz, ( i )  The ST cut.
The best known temperature compensated crystal is a quartz,
when used in the ST cut [5 ,10 ,11 ,12].
Large crystals of both natural and synthetic quartz have 
been available fo r some time and several temperature compensated cuts 
have been found for bulk wave resonators. These include the well known 
AT and BT cuts [13,14]. The work on temperature compensated bulk waves 
prompted Schulz et a l. [5] to investigate the po ss ib ility  of a temp­
erature compensated surface acoustic wave cut. They calculated the
temperature dependence of surface waves for several sets of o rien t­
ations using the computer model of Campbell and Jones [3] and used 
data from Bechmann e t a l.  [9 ] . They also tr ie d  to verify  th e ir  
calculations experimentally. The orientations that they investigated 
were on the X,Y,AC and AT cuts using various directions of propagation 
and also along the X axis of several other rotated Y cuts (the 'X 
axis boule c u ts '). The data that they used [9] included temperature 
coefficients to the th ird  order for density and e las tic  constants, 
and they used values calculated at 50°C above and below room temper­
ature to evaluate the temperature coefficients of delay.
Their results suggested that the best temperature comp­
ensated orientation of the ones that they found was X direction  
propogation on a 42f  rotated Y cut, which they designated the ST 
cut. In a la te r  paper [11] th is was modified to a 42#° rotated Y cut 
with a f i r s t  order temperature coeffic ien t of delay equal to zero at 
25°C and a second order temperature coeffic ien t of delay of 31.5x10'^ 
They calculated a coupling coeffic ient k ^ o f 0.17% which is about 
1/30 of that fo r Lithium Niobate. The SAW velocity was found to be 
3158 m/s and the orientation is a pure mode axis (power flow angle,
4> = 0 )
Hauden et a l. [15] calculated the f i r s t  and second order 
frequency-temperature coefficients fo r the ST cut from the experimental 
values obtained by Hartemann [16] and Henaff [17]. They obtained a 
f i r s t  order TCP of -0.24 ppm/°C (parts per m illion per °C) and a 
second order coeffic ient of frequency of -40xl0"^°C'tat 2 S t .
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( i i )  Other cuts on quartz.
A number of authors have carried out searches to try  to 
improve on the ST cuts performance. Table 1.1 l is ts  the suggested 
cuts that are temperature compensated and have a coupling coeffic ien t 
larger than that of the ST cut. A few of the orientations lis te d  here 
have been checked using the computer program described in Chapter 4 
with data from [9] and were found to be in good agreement with the 
values quoted.
Several workers have tr ied  to find temperature compensated 
directions by propagating in d iffe ren t directions on an ST cut plate  
rather than the usual X axis propagation. However, the orientation  
found [24,25,151 which is  approximately 50° away from the X axis 
has a greatly reduced coupling coeffic ien t.
Schulz et a l.  [51, as mentioned above, investigated the 
X cut, the Y cut, the X axis boule, AC and AT cuts, but fa ile d  to find  
any orientation that improved on the ST cut. Two sets of workers [26, 
1 0 ] commented on discrepancies between the calculations and the exp­
eriments caused by the use of data which did not satis fy  the symmetry 
conditions for class 32 crystals at a ll temperatures. They presented 
improved calculations for the AC and AT cuts which agreed with the 
experimental results [5 ]. Hauden [15] also provided improved calcul­
ations for the Y cut plate which again agreed with the experimental 
results [51.
Jhunjhunwala et a l. [27] quote some results from Slobodnik 
[unpublished] but these show no improvement over the ST cut.
Four major attempts to find a ll the theoretical temperature 
compensated orientations of quartz have been made [19,21,22,231. The 
cuts lis ted  in Table 1.1 are the best of those reported, but the 
results seem to depend on the method of calculation and data used. 
Sinha and Tiersten [19] use a method [20,26] involving a non- 
lin e a rly  based formalism where the reference geometry remains fixed  
w hilst the temperature varies. The data that they used [28] is a 
modified form of [29] fo r use with this formalism.
Shimizu et a l.  [23] use an average of the data in [14] and 
[30 ], although i t  is a l i t t l e  unclear from th e ir  paper how they 
obtained th e ir rotation angles. Feldmann and Henaff [21] use the 
elastic  constants of Bechmann [29] and th e ir  temperature derivatives  
from Koga et a l.  [30]. Newton [22] uses a modified form of [9 ].
Hauden et a l. [18] found a useful cut with reasonable
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Table 1.1 Temperature compensated cuts  on quartz  with good coupling.
a 3 Y v(SAW) AV/v 4) 3(j)/90 refs checked
(deg) (m/s) ( 1 0 -‘ ) (deg) (deg/deg) by us
0 132.75 0 3158.8 5.81 0 0.378 5 ST cut yes
.55 128 37 3589.2 ~5.8 3.7 - 18
34.29 1 2 0 -19.1 3397.1 6 . 6 -2 .5 - 19 yes
30 124.25 -16.2 3331.4 6 . 6 -0 .9 - 19,20 yes
22.4 124.3 -15.0 3257.8 6 . 2 -1 .5 - 19 yes
0 40.78 23 3650.5 6 . 8 <0.5 - 19 yes
135 45 2 0 3493.9 k =0.17% 3.86 - 2 1
74.25 54 0 3326.7 6.5 0 . 0 2 0 . 2 0 2 2
0 0 48 3157.4 5.8 0 0.37 2 2
0 4>
49 133 19 3522 7.8 -1 .9 - 23
42 133 18 3531 7.7 -4 .7 - 23
53 133 2 0 3520 7.6 - 0 . 2 - 23
49 135 19 3498 7.5 -2 .3 - 23
54 134 2 0 3510 7.5 0.06 - 23
53 137 19 3478 7.4 -0 .7 - 23
60 135 2 1 3508 7.0 2.7 - 23
40 1 2 0 23 3654 6 . 8 - 1 . 8 - 23
60 130 23 3529 6.7 -3 .2 - 23
50 1 2 0 24 3594 6 . 6 - 2 . 2 - 23
30 150 7 3383 6.3 - 8 . 6 - 23
60 1 2 0 25 3521 6 . 1 5.7 - 23
50 168 9 3183 5.9 - 0 . 6 - 23
40 0 27 3641 5.9 -4 .0 - 23
70 150 2 2 3422 5.9 7.0 - 23
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coupling and a second order temperature coeffic ien t of delay much 
smaller than that of the ST cut. Browning and Lewis [31] found a cut 
giving improved temperature s ta b ility  but with lower coupling than 
the ST cut. Lukaszek and Ballato [32] l i s t  some cuts with good coupling 
but which are temperature compensated in the region of 100°- 175°C. 
Williams and Cho [33] analysed doubly rotated cuts and found no new 
cuts with coupling better than ST cut quartz, although some had better 
temperature s ta b ility .
O'Connell has found an orientation [24,25,34] near the ST 
cut which has two orthogonal temperature compensated directions which 
could be useful for re flection  grating devices such as the re flec tive  
array compressor (the RAC cut).
(b) P a ra te llu rite , TeO^.
Jipson et a l. [35] and Jhunjhunwala et a l.  [27] quote 
results from Slobodnik [unpublished] fo r temperature compensated cuts 
on TeOg , which unfortunately have a coupling coeffic ient much lower 
than that of ST cut quartz. Data fo r TeOg comes from [36,37] with 
reference [36] showing that Cgg increases with temperature and [37] 
showing that c^ g also increases with temperature. The cuts found were :
X cut and Y cut 39°, v = 1424 m/s, Av/v = 8x10 % <p = 37.5°
X and Y axis boule 58 .2°, v = 1387 m/s, Av/v = 2x10 \  <t> = 0°
(c) Thallium Vanadium Sulphide, TlgVS^.
Isaacs et a l. [38] measured the surface wave velocity for 
the (110) direction on Tl^VS^ as 870 m/s with a coupling coeffic ien t 
k^ of 1.4% which is intermediate between ST cut quartz and Lithium 
Niobate. For this cut they obtained a temperature coeffic ien t of delay 
of -54 ppm/°C which implies the po ss ib ility  of a temperature compens­
ated cut. Prompted by th is result Jhunjhunwala et a l. [27,39] presented 
temperature compensated cuts fo r TlgVS  ^ by calculation and experiment. 
Their computer program searched for cuts with temperature compensation 
and zero power flow angle simultaneously. Henaff and Feldmann [40,41, 
2 1 ] computed the complete atlas of a ll orientations in terms of the 
coupling coeffic ient and the temperature coeffic ient of frequency.
They found four cuts not lis ted  by [39], although two of the cuts.
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B and C, are related by symmetry. The results (excluding the cut C) 
are lis ted  in Table 1.2. O'Connell and Carr [42,43,44] quote these 
results. The basic data for the calculations comes from [45].
(d) Thallium Tantalum Selenide, Tl^TaSe^.
Isaacs and Weinert [45] give the e las tic  constants and 
th e ir  f i r s t  order temperature coefficients fo r TlgTaSe^. They found 
a temperature compensated cut on the ( 1 1 0 ) plate with propogation 26° 
from the (100) d irection. Jhunjhunwala et a l.  [27,39] also report 
temperature compensated cuts, as do Henaff and Feldmann [41,46] who 
again present the complete atlas of orientations. Henaff [46] found 
seven new cuts and concluded that TlgTaSe^was a better material than 
T I 3 VS4  fo r surface wave devices since the coupling coefficients are 
higher. The results are shown in Table 1.3. O'Connell and Carr quote 
a modified resu lt from [39].
(e) 3 -  Eucryptite, LiAlSiO^.
O'Connell and Carr [43,47] and Jhunjhunwala et a l. [27] 
suggested that LiAlSiO^ could be temperature compensated, based on 
Newnham's model [ 8 ] .  When suitable new crystal constants became 
available [48] O'Connell and Carr [42,49] were able to present th e ir  
theoretical resu lts , finding two temperature compensated cuts. They 
noted that the material has an anomalous negative coeffic ien t of 
thermal expansion in the direction of the hexagonal c axis [50,51].
This material has the highest SAW velocity of the temperature comp­
ensated materials at present known. The cuts found were :
X cut 69°, (90 ,90,69), v = 3662 m/s, av/ v = 0.1 %, * = 18°
Doubly rotated ( 0 ,57 ,62 ), v = 3258 m/s, av/ v = 0.035%, <^ = 0°, =0.32
90
3 -  Eucryptite has the structure of g quartz and has the 
space group P6^22 [52].
( f )  Nepheline, (KAlSi0 4 )(NaAlSi0 ^)3 .
The e lastic  and thermoelastic constants of Nepheline were 
measured by Bonczar and Barsch [53] and they found that both c^  ^ and Cgg
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Table 1.2 Temperature compensated cuts  on TT^VS^.
Orientation a ' 3 Y v(SAW) 4» references
(deg) (m/s) (%) (deg)
(110) cut 70° -45 90 70 931.3 2 . 0 17.7 21,27,39,40,
(theory) 42,43,44
79° (expt) -45 90 79 931.3 2 . 0 17.7 39
(110) cyl 24° 45 24 90 1 0 1 0 1.234 0 21,39,40,41,
42,44
" 53° 45 53 90 1033 0 . 8 0 21,39,40,41
A 45 36.5 62 976.9 3.02 17.8 21,40
B 0 54 30 970.5 2.44 14.7 21,40
D 30 6 6 . 6 1 1 984 2.98 18.0 21,40
Table 1.3 Temperature compensated cuts on Tig TaSe^.
Orientation a 3 Y v(SAW) k" 4> To references
(deg) (m/s) m (deg) (°C)
X cut 26° 90 90 26 800 2.4 1 2 . 8 25 27,39
(110) cut 75° 45 90 75 790.4 2 . 8 18.0 25 27,39
" 72°C 45 90 72 798.4 3.35 19.48 19 46
(110) cyl 19°A 45 19 90 866.3 1.85 0 38 39,41,46
" 53° B 45 53 90 890.2 1.08 0 35.5 39,41,42,46
D 30 60 9 847.1 4.17 14.57 25 46
E 60 45 51 847.1 4.01 13.59 23 46
F 40 6 8 60 852.5 4.02 -12.74 17 46
G 45 39.5 60 843.6 4.16 15.68 24 46
H 25 60 70 843.6 4.17 -15.93 30 46
J 32 38 70.5 849.9 4.17 16.57 2 1 46
K 0 62.75 50 870.8 2 . 1 2 0 2 0 41,46
Table 1.4 Temperature compensated cuts on PbgKNbgO^ g.
Orientation a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 9 * / 3 8
(deg) (m/s) ( 1 0 ' ' ) (deg) (deg/deg)
X cut 10.6° 90 90 1 0 . 6 2493 84 -2 .5 - 44,57,58
Z axis cyl 24.4 90 0 2516 3.3 0 0.15C1 44,57,58
II II 74. 4 90 0 2505 73 0 -0.268: 44,57,58
Y axis boule 90 6 6 . 6 0 2525 94 0 -0.241 44,57,58
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had positive temperature coeffic ients . This led O'Connell and Carr 
[42,43 47] and Juhnjhunwala et a l. [27] to suggest that i t  might be 
temperature compensated. However, l i t t l e  further work appears to have 
been carried out.
(g) Lead Potassium Niobate, (PbgKNbgO^g).
Lead Potassium Niobate was suggested by O'Connell and Carr 
[42,43,47] as a temperature compensated material on the basis that 
some cuts that are used for bulk wave devices had temperature coeff­
icients of frequency with opposite signs. The material also has large 
coupling coefficients for bulk waves [54,55]. Using the data from 
references [54,56], O'Connell calculated [44,57,58] four temperature 
compensated cuts shown in Table 1.4. Yamuchi [59] noted strong 
electromechanical coupling of SAWs but did not perform any temperature 
calculations.
(h) Lead Titanate Ceramic, (PbTiOg).
Lead Titanate ceramics with additions of NdgOg, IngOg and 
MnOghave been shown to be temperature compensated [60] with a SAW 
velocity of 2554 m/s, a coupling coeffic ient k  ^ of 2.6% and a second 
order temperature coeffic ien t of delay of about one quarter that of 
ST cut quartz.
( i )  Other Crystals.
Several other crystals have been suggested as possibly 
having temperature compensated orientations. The quartz isomorphs [27, 
47], AlPO^, AlAsO^, BPO4 , BAsO ,^ GaPO^  and GaAsO^  w ill be discussed 
in Chapter 3, together with FePO^  , FeAsO ,^ MnPO ,^ MnAsO ,^ AIVO4  and 
GeOg. These are mostly 'h a lf breed' derivatives of quartz. Jhunjhunwala 
et a l. [27] also suggest various 'stu ffed ' derivatives of quartz, 
where one or more of the silicon atoms is replaced bv an atom of lower 
valency, the valence being supplied by an a lk a li atom or atoms in 
in te rs t it ia l spaces of the structure. Such materials are, LiAlSiO^
( e -  Eucryptite, see section 4e above), NaAlSiO^, KAlSiO^, SrAlgO  ^ , 
BaAlgO^, KgAlgO .^ BaFeO ,^ PbFegO ,^ SrFegO  ^ , KgFegO^  , RbgFegO^  and 
NaCaSiO^. Some more complicated formulae include (KAlSi0 4 )(NaAlSi0 4 )g 
(Nepheline, see section 4 f above) and NaCaAlgSi^Ogg (natural Tridym ite).
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Carr [47] also suggested the ferroelectrics  BI2 WO6 , Bi4 Ti3  0i2, 
Ba2 GeTiOg, BagNaNbgO ,^ PbgGe^and Pb2 KNbgOi5  (Lead Potassium Niobate, 
see section 4g above). BagNaNbgO^ g is known to have positive temperature 
coefficients of c^  ^ and Cgg [61], but Av/v is not much larger than that 
of quartz [62] . The temperature coefficients of c^ ,^ qg, c- , 3  and C3 3  of 
PbgGegOn are a ll positive above the fe rro e lec tric  Currie temperature 
of 177°C [63], but this . is only fo r a 20°C temperature range. The 
material also has low coupling coefficients and high losses which 
implies that the crystal w ill not be very useful fo r our purposes.
The sim ilar crystal BagSigTiOg [64,65,66,67] was found not to be 
temperature compensated.
Lithium lodate (LilOg) was thought to possess temperature 
compensated cuts [35] due to an error in the published data [6 8 ] .
When the error was corrected no temperature compensated cuts were 
found which is  in agreement with the experimental findings [69].
Section 5. Other methods of obtaining temperature compensation.
Several other methods of obtaining temperature compensation 
have been suggested [7] .  Jhunjhunwala et al. mention temperature comp­
ensation in ceramics and in composite materials such as layers of 
quartz deposited on lithium  niobate or lithium  tan ta la te , or even 
bonded slabs of quartz and lithium  niobate [27]
(a) Overlays.
Carr and O'Connell [42,43,471 quote the results obtained 
by Parker e t a l.  [70,71] fo r a thin film  of SiOg overlaid on YZ cut 
LiTaOg [72,73,74] and on YZ cut LiNbOg. These results give a coupling 
coeffic ient k^  of 6.2% for SiOg on LiNbOg and k^  of 1.6% for SiOg on 
LiTaOg. The S i O g  layer compensates fo r the large coeffic ient of delay 
of LiNbOg or LiTaOg. The SiOg on LiTaOg structure has a second order 
temperature coeffic ien t of delay which is much smaller than that of 
ST cut quartz. However i t  is quite d if f ic u lt  to fabricate devices 
since the thickness of the quartz overlay has to be c r it ic a lly  cont­
ro lled . The film  also causes dispersion and increases propagation 
losses.
Two groups have looked at SiOg on other orientations of 
LiTaOg. Parker and Wichansky [74] found five  other suitable temperature 
compensated orientations and Yamanouchi et a l. [75] tr ie d  SiOg on the
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36° and 126° rotated Y cut, X propogating, LiTaOg giving of 5.1% 
and 2.7% respectively.
Another overlaid composite is ZnO film  on Pyrex [76,77],  
th is has a coupling coeffic ient of 1%. A film  of ZnO on Z cut quartz 
[78] gives k  ^ of 0.45% and overlaying SiOj on top of that gives an 
improved second order temperature co effic ien t. ZnO on glass [79] gave 
a temperature coeffic ient of delay of -10 ppm/°C and could be modified 
to achieve temperature compensation.
(b) Bonded structures.
Carr [47] refers to a bonded structure of LiNbOg- SiOg- 
LiNbOg made by Wauk [80,81] with a zero f i r s t  order temperature coeff­
ic ien t of delay and a second order coeffic ient s im ilar to that of ST 
cut quartz. However, losses occuring across the bonds put an upper 
frequency lim it  on any device constructed and the composite substrate 
is also d if f ic u lt  to fabricate.
(c) Other methods.
Temperature compensation has also been achieved by both 
e lec trica l and mechanical means. Hohkawa and Yoshikawa [82] have used 
multiple para lle l connected SAW resonators of d iffe ren t temperature 
characteristics to obtain less than 2  ppm frequency change over a 
temperature range of 60°C. They used 35° and 46° X axis boule cuts 
with turnover temperatures of 65°C and -15°C respectively. Coldren 
[83] used multiple coupling paths on a single crystal to give temp­
erature s ta b ility  over a wider range of temperatures than ST cut quartz, 
Kinsman [84] used two series varactors driven by a lin ear voltage 
versus temperature function to obtain less than 4 ppm variation on 
ST cut quartz between -40°C and 70°C. Lee [85] suggested thermal comp­
ensation by electronic control of a phase s h ift  element in a feedback 
loop to obtain temperature s ta b ility  fo r resonators.
Toda and Osaka [ 8 6 ]  have used a L i N b O g -  bim etallic  s trip  
to obtain temperature compensation with good coupling.
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Section 6. Conclusions and Discussion.
I t  can be seen from the above survey that there is , as ye t, 
no easily obtainable material or method which improves substantially  
on the properties of the widely used ST cut of quartz. Several promising 
materials have been id en tifie d , but much work s t i l l  remains to be done 
to verify  experimentally the theoretical predictions. In many cases 
i t  is d i f f ic u lt  to obtain good quality  crystals of any useful s ize, 
or else the fabrication techniques are d i f f ic u lt  to carry out with 
any degree of accuracy and consistancy. Many of the materials also 
introduce more losses into the device which negates any improvement 
achieved in the coupling coeffic ien t.
B erlin ite  has been excluded from the above survey since 
the results obtained by other workers are discussed in Chapters 3,4 
and 5 and our results are the subject of th is study. B erlin ite  seems 
to be one of the most promising of the new materials which are temp­
erature compensated. A great deal of e ffo rt is being put into the 
growth of high quality  crystals of b e rlin ite  and into the measurement 
of the SAW properties of various orientations, ensuring that the study 
of b e rlin ite  is rather more advanced than most of the other materials 
mentioned above.
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Chapter 2. Theory of surface acoustic waves.
Section 1. In t roduct ion .
We wish to be able to calculate the surface acoustic wave 
properties fo r any crystal fo r any arb itrary  orientation of that crystal 
We s ta rt from the e la s tic , piezoelectric and d ie le c tric  constants of 
the crystal together with its  density. These constants are used in 
the piezoelectric constitutive equations, which together with Maxwell's 
electromagnetic f ie ld  equations, enable us to derive a wave equation 
for the surface wave. This gives us a set of equations involving the 
surface wave velocity and the decay coefficients of its  propagation • 
vector. When the boundary conditions of the problem are introduced, 
we can then use an ite ra tiv e  method to solve fo r the surface wave 
velocity and the decay coefficients simultaneously.
Section 2. Axis rotation .
To calculate the surface wave properties of an a rb itra ry  
orientation of a crystal we must f i r s t  define a rotation matrix. This 
transforms the crystal constants from the standard X,Y,Z (x  ^ ,X 2 ,Xg) 
reference frame to a new, primed, reference frame ( x ' , x ' , x ' ) .  Figure 
2.1 shows the convention used to obtain the Euler rotation angles 
( a , 3 ,y ) . The rotation matrix fo r th is transformation is :
=
cosacosy -  sinacosgsiny, sinacosy + cosacosBsiny, sinBsiny 
•COSaSiny -  SinaCOSBCOSy, -sinasiny + COSaCOSBCOSy, SinBCOSy
sinasinB, -cosasinB, cosB
(2 . 1)
We have chosen as the propagation d irection , x ' as the 
outward plate normal and x  ^ lying on the surface of the plate as shown 
in figure 2.2 [27 ,8 7 ] . Other workers have defined x ' to be the inward 
plate normal [3 ,4 ,42 ] .  This means that to achieve consistancy in 
notation for the orientation we must replace B by B-180* and a by -a 
in equation ( 2 .1 ) .  This has been done for our computer program (see 
Appendix 1).
We now have the following transformations for the e las tic  
stiffness tensor the piezoelectric tensor e^^, the d ie le c tric  
tensor EjT and the thermal expansion coeffic ient a'. :
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Figure 2.1
Euler rotation angles (a ,g ,y )
Figure 2.2
-X
Axis reference frame.
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i^jki " p ^ t u i ' j ' k , 1 , P , q , t , u = l , 2 , 3  (2 .2 )
ejk %p%qVkt e,qt i , j .k .p ,q , t = l ,2 .3  (2 .3 )
Si] = Z y,V^ 1 J,P,q=l,2,3 (2.4)
O^ij -  ^  ^ ip^ jq P^pq i)j»P»q=l»2,3 (2.5)
These equations w ill be used to calculate the new values 
of these constants in the chosen orientation described by the Euler 
angles (a ,g ,y ).
Section 3. Surface acoustic wave equations.
We w ill use the repeated index summation notation, the comma 
notation fo r d iffe ren tia tio n  with respect to a direction and the dot 
notation for d iffe ren tia tio n  with respect to time. The primes re fe r to 
the new, rotated reference frame but w ill be dropped la te r .
In a solid the f ie ld  equations governing the motion of a 
p artic le  are :
p' = r . + F,' ( 2 . 6 )
where pj" = pvf and vf = uj* , where uf is the p artic le  displacement 
f ie ld  and vj* is the p artic le  velocity f ie ld ,  p' is the momentum 
density, p is the mass density, R' is the external force per unit 
area and T] is the mechanical stress tensor.
Maxwell's electromagnetic f ie ld  equations re lating  the 
e lec tric  f ie ld  in ten s ity , E, the e le c tric  flu x  density, D, the current 
density, J , the magnetic f ie ld  in ten s ity , H, the magnetic flux density, 
B, and the free charge density, , can be written :
D'i = a, (2 .7 )
-^ükE'k = -Bf ( 2 . 8 )
+ D: (2 .9 )
B[i = 0  ( 2 . 1 0 )
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where is the Levi-Ci v ita  pseudotensor “ ^ 2 3 1  “ ^ 3 1 2  " ^ 1 3 2  ”
^21=  ^213= -1» Euk = 0 Otherwise).
We w ill assume that there is no external force F/ acting 
and that there are no magnetic fie ld s  present. Since the surface wave 
velocity is several orders of magnitude less than the velocity of 
lig h t we can assume a quasi-static  approximation is va lid . Thus :
B' = H; = 0 (2.11)
E? = ( 2 . 1 2 )
F.' = 0 (2.13)
where u^  is the quasi-static  e le c tric  potential (often w ritten as (j>)
in the crysta l.
The piezoelectric constitutive equations fo r the rotated 
crystal are :
Df = e: E- + (2 .14)
and T; = -eJ.Er + (2 .15)
where Tj]^  is the stress tensor and Sj); is the stra in  tensor. The 
strain in the solid is given by ;
SÛ = + "ill) (2.16)
We w ill assume from now on that a ll equations re fer to the rotated 
reference frame and we w ill drop the use of primes.
I f  we now substitute equations (2.15) and (2.16) into  
equation ( 2 . 6 ) :
P“ i = \ i  (2.17)
~ ”®kij2 k,j i^jklBkl.j (2.18)
~ ®kij^ A,kj ^ ijk|.&(^k,li t^,ki) (2.19)
thus pû'i = e,ij u^ _,j + ( 2 . 2 0 )
since C|j„ = C;j„ .
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I f  the surface charge density is  zero then :
Dj j = 0  ( 2 . 2 1 )
and we can substitute equation (2.14)  into equation (2.21)  and we 
obtain :
■e
since e;jk = ej^j. •
Equations (2.20) and (2.23) give us the f ie ld  equations 
in terms of the crystal constants. We can now try  a plane wave 
solution of the form : ^
u^  = a^exp{i(kpXp -  wt)} r= l,2 ,3 ,4  (2.24)
and we can w rite kp in the form kp = K&p, where K is the wave vector
in the propagation direction (x ,)  and &pare the direction cosines.
We can choose = 1, & 2  = 0 and = üg i f  we assume that the wave 
is uniform in the x  ^ d irection. This reduces the plane wave solution 
to :
Up = apexp{iK(&pXp -  v t)}  r= l,2 ,3 ,4  (2.25)
= a^exp{iK(x,| + £3 X3  -  v t)}  (2.26)
where w = Kv. Now substitute th is into the f ie ld  equations (2.20) and 
(2.23) :
Cük,3k4 (2-27)
Gukajtk&i -  = 0  (2.28)
or rewriting equation (2.28) with a change of subscripts :
ejk,ak4,4j -  = 0 _ (2.29)
This gives us a set of four equations :
- S l ­
(Ars- 4,;pvZ)a  ^ = 0 r ,s = l,2 ,3 ,4 (2.30)
where Apq — Qpql^ l p ,q= l,2 ,3 (2.31)
(2.32)
Au = l^ k (2.33)
«r's r ,s = l,2 ,3 ,4 (2.34)
I f  we now solve equation (2. 30) for (using = 1 ,
^ 2  = 0 ) we find th a t, fo r a non-triv ia l solution, is the solution
of :
|Ars-  = 0 (2.35)
In general £ 3  is complex and the soluti on of equation ( 2 .35) gives
eight possible values of JI3  which occur in complex conjugate pairs.
Four of these solutions w ill have the imaginary part of £ 3  less than 
zero, which corresponds to a wave decaying into the substrate. These 
solutions w ill be denoted by £*3  ^ with corresponding eigenvectors a^ *^ 
(m =l,2 ,3 ,4 ). We now have t r ia l  solutions formed by a linear  
superposition of the plane wave solutions (2.25) :
u, =J^ C„a';!"exp{iK(x, + -  v t)}  r= l,2 ,3 ,4  (2.36)
These t r ia l  solutions are general solutions to which we must now 
introduce the boundary conditions.
Section 4. Boundary conditions.
The boundary conditions tha^we have are fo r a stress free  
surface which is e ither 'fre e ' or covered with a massless m etallisation  
(the m etallisation is massless so that ' i t  only affects the e lec trica l 
conditions). The e le c tric  flux density must also be continuous across 
the boundary at the surface.
The stress free condition gives :
"^ 3j “  ^ k^3 j";,k *3=0 (2.37)
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For a metallised surface :
u^  = 0 ^3 = 0  (2.38)
and for a free surface :
u .. = 0 fo r X- > 0 (2.39)
4,11 3 '
since = 0 in equation (2 .7 ) which is then d ifferentia ted  with
respect to i and E.E; is substituted for Dj , followed by the use
of equation ( 2 . 1 2 ).
Equation (2.39) implies the exponential decay of u^  
above the surface of the crystal :
u^(x  ^ ,X 2 ,X a ,t) = u (x,.Xg.O , t).exp (-K x 3 ) (2.40)
The continuity of the e lec tric  flux density across the 
boundary for a free surface gives us :
D3  = e .E , (2.41)
= -e„U4 _ 3  for  X3  > 0 (2.42)
= e3kt"k,t -  %kU4.k for % 3  < 0 (2.43)
Thus :
®3k,Vi -  S k%  -  \  = 0  %3 = 0  (2-44)
The continuity of across the boundary fo r a metal 1 
ised surface is im p lic it in equation (2 .38 ).
When these conditions are imposed upon the t r ia l  
solutions we find :
= 0  m,n=l,2 ,3 .4  (2.45)
where dj  ^ = a^  ^ + aj k , j , l = l , 2 , 3  (2.46)
and d^  ^ = a^ "’ fo r a metallised surface ( 2 . 4 7 )
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or d e.,, I'l'’ -  ie )a'"’ for a free surface (2.48)
4n 3kl I k 3k k 0 4
Thus the equation to solve for the surface wave velocity  
is , for a non-triv ia l solution :
ld .n l  = 0 ( 2 . 4 9 )
When this has been solved by an ite ra tiv e  process for v, aj!*^  
we can calculate other useful quantities such as the direction of power 
flow from the plane wave superpositions, u^.
Section 5. Time averaged power flow vector.
We wish to calculate the direction in which the power is 
transmitted by the surface wave since this is not always co-1 inear 
with the propogation direction. This is found by calculating the time 
averaged power flow from the plane wave superpositions (2 .3 6 ). I f  
the surface power flow angle (2.63) is zero we have a pure mode axis.
I t  is also useful to know the slope of the power flow angle, 8 * /a 8 ,
to see the effects of any accidental transducer misallignment. The 
power flow angle is usually denoted by (j).
Section 6 . Derivation of power flow angles.
We have the plane wave superpositions (2.36) which in 
general can be written :
"r = J , B.aT'exp{iK(n'p""'xp - v t)}  (2.50)
where & 1 , and £^ 2 =^ 0 .
The time averaged power flow vector in the crystal is  
given by [4,64] :
"q = C Tqj Ûj’  dX3  -  o ’  U4  dXj)  ( 2 . 5 1 )
 ^ 4Re(Re{P,„} -  Re{P,£}) (2.52)
where is the mechanical power flow in the q direction and 
is the e lec trica l power flow in the q direction.
Substituting equation (2.50) into equation (2.15) we
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obtain :
T j  = J ,C J K ( e , , .a r C  h- C  C ')e x p { iK (C  Xp -  v t)}
(2 .53)
D ifferentia ting  equation (2.50) with respect to time and taking 
complex conjugates gives : '
(Ù.)* = J  C*(a'^ f  (iK v)exp{-iK (t7xp  -  v t)}  (2.54)
Now substituting these two equations (2.53) and (2.54) into the
mechanical term in equation (2.52) gives :
Pm = C T j " I '*>^ 3 (2-55)
= Q  I  <  5m(aT )* ( i Kv)( iK) C  + a '^ ^  )
.exp{iK(4"’’ -  &3 ^)x 3 }dx3  (2.56)
for n'3 ’ f! (tg* ) .
PqM = l ic X ( a ' ; ' ) ^ iK v ) ( iK ) ( e ^ ^ .a 7 t r  .  V , a ^ r ’ ) .
£  exp{1K(tg' -  t ' f ) x 3 }dx3  (2.57)
Now the integral term gives :
L  exp{iK(z'3 ’ -  &3 ^^x }dx = 1  { - e '“ + e'° }
i K(£“  -  « ! f  )
(2.58)
1 (2.59)
Thus the mechanical power flow is given by :
Pq« = 1  i  5:Cm(< ) '( iK v ) ( e ^ , .a f ' f  a';f f  } (2.60)
(£^' -  £^'')
S im ilarity  for the second term in equation (2 .5 2 ), the e lec trica l 
power flow is given by :
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PqB = L « .Ô ;d X 3  (2.61)
= i | , c : c . a ' : '  (1KV) (a t’ )*(£ ';’ )* -  e ^ ,(a ';> )* (< ’ )* }
(%';’ -  £'3 ’*) (2.62)
So when equations (2.60) and (2,62) are substituted into equation 
(2.52) we obtain the components Wq of the power flow vector. Note 
that in equations (2 .5 9 ), (2.60) and (2.62) the factor (&^  ^ -  £3 *^) 
is only evaluated i f  i t  is non zero, since zero terms disappear in 
equation (2.56) before the integrations are performed. This avoids 
the p o ssib ilities  of s ingularities occuring in Wq.
The power flow angle in the surface is given by :
4 ., = tan'’(W3 /W, ) (2.63)
The leakage of power into the bulk of the material is given by -W^  
and hence the angle of power flow into the bulk is  :
(j)2 = tan -^Wg/W  ^ ) (2.64)
For a surface wave c| > 2  should be zero and this is a useful check that 
a pseudosurface wave or a bulk wave solution has not been found.
Section 7. Pseudosurface waves.
In general a surface wave on a crystal has a phase velocity  
which is lower than that of the slowest bulk wave in the same direction  
However, a mode of propagation, s im ilar to that of the surface wave, 
but with a phase velocity in excess of that of the slowest bulk wave, 
has been id en tified  fo r some orientations of various crystals [ 8 8 ] .
This has been shown [89] to contain a bulk wave component together 
with components decaying with depth that a normal surface wave contains 
The wave radiates energy into the bulk of the crystal and also suffers 
attenuation in the direction of propagation.
Lim and Farnell [ 8 8 ] have shown that the boundary conditions 
cannot be satisfied  by the choice of the £■"* made in equation (2.26) 
for this new wave. The magnitude of the boundary condition determinant 
decreases rapidly near this phase velocity but cannot be made 
a rb itra r ily  small, as i t  can for a true surface wave, by using real 
values of £*"’ and £^ .^ They found at th is phase velocity that a pair
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of the complex roots £3’ of equation (2.35) lay on the real axis and 
correspond to terms in equation (2.25) that do not decay with depth. 
They modified th e ir  calculations to allow for complex values of £^"^ 
and £3 ' and found that by adding a small imaginary part to both £*"’ and 
£ * 2  that they could make the magnitude of the boundary condition deter­
minant a rb itra r ily  small corresponding to a 'pseudosurface wave' 
solution. This modification made the coefficients of £ * 3  , in equation 
(2 .3 5 ) ,  complex and thus removed the constraint that the £^3 must 
occur in exact complex conjugate pairs. One of the £3 ' pairs now 
have extra small real parts corresponding to a bulk wave with its  
propogation vector t i l te d  into the solid .
This mode of propagation can cause confusion in surface 
wave calculations, since sometimes during the ite ra tiv e  search for a 
minimum in the magnitude of the boundary condition determinant, the 
computer program tr ie s  to find a solution near a pseudosurface wave 
velocity. In th is case the boundary condition determinant cannot be 
made zero and the program fa ils  to find a solution to equation (2 .3 5 ).
Another mode of propagation that can cause computational 
problems is a bulk wave with a velocity near that of the surface wave. 
For certain orientations of some crystals the surface wave can degen­
erate into this bulk wave which satis fies  the boundary conditions by 
i t s e lf  [87]. This has been noticed for a range of orientations along 
the X axis boule of B erlin ite  (see Chapter 4 ).
For certain special directions, the psuedosurface wave 
is a true surface wave with a velocity higher than that of the slowest 
bulk wave in the same direction. This seems to occur at orientations  
for which the normal surface wave velocity is at a maximum or minimum 
and the imaginary parts of the roots £^"^  and £3 ' are zero. This is  
often a symmetry direction and corresponds with a pure mode axis.
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Chapter 3. Quartz isomorphs and B erlin ite .
Section 1. The crystal structure of quartz.
The crystal structure of a quartz is well known, i t  belongs 
to the crystal class 32 and has e ither of the space groups P3.,21 or 
corresponding to 'r ig h t' or ' l e f t '  quartz [90]. The e la s tic , 
piezoelectric and d ie le c tric  constants have been measured several 
times [9,29,30] together with th e ir  temperature derivatives [9 ,30 ]. 
Three authors [28,91,92] have recalculated the values of these temp­
erature derivatives to give greater accuracy in calculations. The 
la tt ic e  constants [9,93] and thermal expansion coefficients [9,94] 
have also been measured. This gives us a fu ll set of crystal data 
for use in surface wave calculations (see Chapter 1).
Quartz sometimes suffers from e lec trica l or 'Dauphine' 
twinning which consists of a region in which there is a 180° crystal 
rotation about the c axis giving a reversal of sign of both the x and 
y axes [95,96,97].
Quartz undergoes a phase transformation from its  trigonal 
(class 32) form to its  g quartz structure which is hexagonal (class 
62) at about 573*C [98,99,100,101] to 579°C [94 ]. g quartz can also 
exist in ' l e f t '  (space group P6^21) or 'r ig h t' forms (space group 
P6 2 2 I ) .  During the phase transformation the SiO  ^ tetrahedra,that can 
be considered to make up the basic structure of quartz, rotate s lig h tly  
and a lte r  the symmetry of the crystal (see Chapter 1) to a more 
ordered hexagonal form [ 8 ] . The angle of th is rotation has been meas­
ured and found to be about 16° [98,102,103]. Taylor [104] gives the 
angle of rotation from the id ea l, i . e .  g structure, as 16.2° at 27°C,
8 ° at 570°C and 0° at 600°C showing how rapidly the structure rotates 
at higher temperatures near the a - g  trans ition .
Quartz was the f i r s t  material that was discovered to 
possess temperature compensated surface acoustic wave orientations,
[5] although i t  had been known to possess temperature stable bulk wave 
orientations. Following Newnham's model [ 8 ] some authors [27,47] have 
suggested that quartz isomorphs should be investigated to see i f  they 
also possess temperature compensated orientations. Jhunjhunwala et a l. 
[27] suggested the isomorphs where alternate silicon atoms of the 
quartz crystal are replaced by atoms of valence 5 and 3. They suggested 
AlAsO^, AIPO4  (B e r lin ite ) , BAsO ,^ BPO^ , GaAsO^  and GaPO .^ Other sim ilar 
isomorphs are AIVO^, FePO ,^ FeAsO ,^ MnPO ,^ MnAsO^  and GeO .^ Table 3.1
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Table 3. 1 Quartz isomorphs.
Isomorph a quartz a c refs
structure (A) (A)
A1 AsO^ / 5.03 1 1 . 2 2 105,106,107
/ 5.030 11.23 106
AlPO, (see Table 3.2)
AIVO, - 108
BAsO^ X 4.458 6.796 108,109
? 4.562 10.33 106,110
BPO, X 4.332 6.640 109
? 4.94 11.08 108
? 4.47 9.93 1 1 0
FeAsO^ - 108
FePO^ / 5.035 11.176 108
/ 5.04 11.24 106,108
/ 5.051 11.27 106
GaAsO^ / 5.00 11.36 106,107,111
/ 4.996 11.39 106
GaPO, / 4.917 1 1 . 1 0 1 1 2
/ 4.92 1 1 . 0 0 106,107,111
/ 4.910 11.07 106
GeOg / 113
MnAsO^ - 108
MnPO^ / 4.94 10.96 108
comments
p=3.34 gm/cc
p=3.660 gm/cc 
Trigonal
Trigonal, p=2.802gm/cc
uncertain
Trigonal
ct- ^ 3  at 707 C
a- > - 3  at 707 C
a- ^ 3  @t 813 C
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l is ts  some of the properties of these suggested isomorphs and indicates 
that AlAsO^, AlPO^j GaAsO ,^ GaPO ,^ FePO ,^ MnPO^  and GeOg have a ll been 
shown to be quartz isomorphs.
Section 2. B erlin ite  crystal growth.
B erlin ite  has been found naturally  at only two locations, 
in the Westana in Sweden [114] and in the Buranga pegmatite from 
Rwanda [115]. Since then i t  has been synthesised by Huttenlocher 1116], 
Jahn and Kordes [117] and Stanley [1181. Stanley used an homogeneous, 
acidic solution and slowly increased the temperature. More recently 
other workers have used the method of Stanley but with some s lig h t 
modifications [107,119,120,121,122]. Chai et a l. 1123,1241 have tr ied  
a d iffe ren t method using a transport growth system sim ilar to that 
used for synthetic quartz crystal growth.
The crystals used for the work described below were grown 
by D.F. Croxall at the GEC H irst Research Centre (Wembley) [125] and 
the method used w ill be described here.
Since the s o lu b ility  of b e rlin ite  is retrograde, unsaturated 
nutrient solutions can be brought to saturation by heating from room 
temperature, leading to e ither spontaneous nucléation of new crystal 
seeds or an overgrowth on an existing seed crystal in the system. A 
rapid temperature rise to near the saturation point followed by a 
very slow rise in temperature of about 1°C per day was used followed 
by a rapid cooling. The rapid heating and cooling stages e ither side 
of the growth stage are needed to minimise the dissolution of the 
seed or crystals in the high s o lu b ility  low temperature region. In 
the in i t ia l  heating stage the seed plate thins due to this dissolution, 
but thickens rapidly during the slow heating growth stage. Towards 
the end of this slow heating stage the rate of thickening gradually 
decreases, and then during the rapid cooling some more dissolution 
occurs. This fin a l dissolution leaves the crystals with heavily etched 
surfaces.
Three types of crystal have been grown at the GEC H irst 
Research Centre. Spontaneously nucleated crystals have enabled crystals 
up to 40mm along the c axis to be grown by repeated overgrowth.
However, interfaces caused by the repeated cycling of the crystal 
have led to low quality which has been improved by single runs of 
extended duration. Seeds cut paralle l to basal plane were also tried  
but rapidly flawed a fte r  reaching a thickness of about 2 mm. Crystals
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grown on rhombohedral seed plates give satisfactory growth although 
at a slower rate .
In i t ia l ly  both Dauphine (e le c tr ic a l)  and Brazil (op tica l) 
twinning was observed, but the amount of twinning has decreased with 
better crystals (see Chapter 5 fo r details  of the crystals used for 
SAW measurements). Twinning has also been observed by Kolb et a l. [122] 
who reported twinning revealed by etching. Chai et a l. [124] show 
photographs of the etched surface of a crystal revealing both types 
of twinning. Van Tenderloo et a l. [96,97] also report Dauphine twinning 
near the a - 3  trans ition . B r ill and de B re tte v ille  [126] also report 
e lec trica l twinning and Lang et a l. [127] describe irrevers ib ly  twinned 
crystals.
I t  can be seen from the above that twin free crystals are 
not easily  grown and i t  is  f e l t  that the la te r  examples of the crystals  
grown at the GEC H irst Research Centre are amongst the best currently  
available fo r crystal property measurements.
Section 3. Lattice constants of b e r lin ite .
The la tt ic e  parameters a and c of b e rlin ite  have been 
measured by several authors and the results are shown in Table 3.2 
with comments on the crystals used ( i f  known). The method used is  
generally that of X-ray d iffrac tio n  of a powder sample taken at about 
room temperature (20°C or 25°C). The f i r s t  result presented by us 
was made on an early sample of a spontaneously nucleated crystal 
grown by D.F. Croxall at the GEC H irst Research Centre. This provided 
reasonable agreement with the measurements made by Croxall et a l. [125] 
at GEC on a sim ilar crysta l. We also show in Table 3.2 the room temp­
erature value for another crystal which was measured over a range of 
temperatures from 25°C to 600°C. The complete results of this set of 
measurements is shown in Table 3.3 and graphically in Figure 3.1 .
In Table 3.3 our results are compared with results read 
from the graphs of Chang and Barsch [128] over a sim ilar range of 
temperatures. Our powder photograph was taken by s ta ff  a t Birkbeck 
College and was measured by us. The results do not agree very well 
with [128] which may be explained by uncertainties in the calibration  
of the platinum thermocouple temperature scale. Figure 3.1 shows our 
results as points with associated error bars calculated from a standard 
crystallographic computer program [129]. The results read from Chang 
and Barsch [128] are shown as circles (no errors were indicated on
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Table 3.2 AlPO  ^ l a t t i c e  parameters
date a c refs comments
(A) (A)
1935 4.93 10.94 112,115,116, p=2.560 gm/cc
130
1941 4.92 10.91 114,115 Natural crystal from Westana.
1950 4.95 10.94 131,132
1955 4.97 10.84 126 Crystal grown by Stanley [118].
1960 4.942 10.97 115,133,134, T=25°C
135
1963 4.943 10.948 115 p=2.66 gm/cc. Natural crystal
± . 0 0 2 ±.004 from Rwanda.
1964 4.9416 10.957 136 Powder from Riedel de Haen,
Germany.
1966 4.94291 10.94761 106,107,137, T=25°C, p=2.64 gm/cc [114] .
±.00016 ±.00046 138,139
1976 4.943 10.974 128,48 p=2.620 gm/cc, Stanley's crystal
± . 0 0 1 ±.005
1979 4.9434 10.9480 125 GEC grown c rys ta l.
1980 4.9425 10.951 106 . T=20*C
1981 4.9447 10.9536 This work T=25°C, GEC grown crysta l.
± . 0 0 1 0 ±.0030
1981 4.961 1 1 . 0 2 2 This work T=25°C, GEC grown crysta l.
±.003 ± . 0 1 0
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Table 3.3 AlPO  ^ l a t t i c e  parameters a t  e leva ted  temperatures
T (°C) a (A) c (A) a (A) c (A)
(reference [128]) (This work)
25 4.944 10.972 4.961 ±.003 1 1 . 0 2 2 ± . 0 1 0
75 4.948 10.980 4.964 ±.003 11.031 ±.013
1 0 0 4.952 10.981
150 4.967 . ±.004 11.043 ±.015
2 0 0 4.959 11.003 4.970 ±.004 11.051 ±.016
4.959 10.990
250 4.970 ±.004 11.060 ±.016
300 4.967 1 1 . 0 1 2 4.976 ±.004 11.073 ±.017
350 4.982 ±.005 11.088 ±.018
400 4.978 11.018 4.987 ±.004 11.085 ±.017
475 4.990 11.043
500 4.993 ±.005 11.077 ±.019
550 5.010 11.052 5.000 ±.007 11.090 ±.026
600 5.043 11.205 5.019 ±.008 11.151 ±.030
700 5.043 1 1 . 2 1 0
800 5.045 1 1 . 2 1 0
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Figure 3.1
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Table 3.4
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Temperature of a - 3  transition for b e r lin ite .
T (°C) reference quoted by comments
579 127 141,142 McMaster crystal grown by
■ Lang [127]
II 143 144 (586°C) Il II II II
580 106
II 145 141
II 119
581 146 Airtron and Naval Weapons
Centre c rys ta l.
II 147
584 141 120,128
II 128,48 Stanley's crysta l.
585 148
586 ±2 130 141,124 (580°C)
581 ±1 163 101,141,149 (586°C)
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th e ir  graphs). Our experimental results show the same general trend 
as [128] but without as large a change in the la tt ic e  parameters 
ju s t below the a-g transition at about 584°C [128]. The temperature 
calibration was somewhat unreliable since i t  indicates that the a-g 
transition  occurs at a temperature of over 600°C which conflicts with 
other results (see Table 3.4)
Four platinum lines were found on the X-ray powder photo­
graph and these were used to calibrate the angles that the X-rays 
were deflected through. The calibration factor obtained was 1.00769 
mm/°C. This was used to find the scattering angles and hence the d 
spacings and the la tt ic e  parameters a and c using the computer program 
[129]. A temperature scale was provided with the photograph but seems 
to give unreliable results.
Section 4. a-g transition  temperature and density of b e r lin ite .
The a-g transition  in b e rlin ite  has been observed by several 
authors and th e ir  measurements have been quoted by others. The range 
of results is from 579°C to 586°C as shown in Table 3.4 . As mentioned 
for quartz th is is a structural phase transition  from a trigonal 
(class 32) structure to an hexagonal structure (class 62).
Five measurements of the density of b e rlin ite  have been 
made. Huttenlocher [91] found a density of 2.56 gm/cc, Gallagher and 
Gerrard [115] found 2.64 gm/cc. Mason [140] gives 2.57 gm/cc and Chang 
and Barsch found a density of 2.62 gm/cc. These results seem to be 
in reasonable agreement with each other with only a 4% or so variation.
Section 5. The e la s tic , piezoelectric and d ie lec tric  matrices.
The e lastic  constants , the piezoelectric constants 
and the d ie lec tric  constants z-. used in Chapter 2 are expressed 
in th e ir  mathematical form. For real crystals symmetry requirements 
reduce the number of independent constants. I t  is possible for any 
crystal class to reduce the number of independent e las tic  constants 
to a maximum of 36, the piezoelectric constants to a maximum of 18 
and the d ie lec tric  constants remain as before [162]. We have the 
following relationships to enable the reduction of the mathematical 
matrices to two dimensional matrices :
Cpq = Cjjki p ,q = l,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6  (3 .1 )
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subject to the conditions that when :
i = j  , then p = i (3 .2 )
and 1 /  j  s then p = 9 -  ( i  + j )  (3 .3 )
S im ila rily  when :
k = 1 , then q = k (3 .4 )
and k /  1 , then q = 9 -  (k + 1) (3 .5 )
For the piezoelectric constant we have a sim ilar type of 
relationship :
®ip = ®ijk (3 .6 )
subject to the conditions that when :
j  = k , then p = j  (3 .7 )
and j  /  k , then p = 9 -  ( j  + k) (3 .8 )
These reductions in the e las tic  and piezoelectric constant 
matrices are general fo r any class of crysta l. In the specific case
of crystals of class 32, such as quartz and b e r lin ite , some of the
constants Cpq and ejp and £jj are equivalent and some are id en tica lly  
zero due to the symmetry of the class of crysta l. Class 32 crystals 
have only 6  independent Cpq and 2  independent ejp and 2  indepedent 
£jj . These are illu s tra te d  in Figure 3.2. Note that Cgg is not 
independent since :
' = 6 6  '  ^ ' = 1 1  ■ ' = 1 2  ) (3 .9 )
Section 6 . E lastic , p iezoelectric and d ie lec tric  constants of b e rlin ite ,
The e las tic  compliances Spq, the piezoelectric strains d;j 
and the d ie lec tric  constant of b e rlin ite  were f i r s t  measured by
Mason [1401. The corresponding values of the e las tic  stiffness constant 
Cpq and the piezoelectric stress constant e;p are shown in Table 3.5.
The next, and to date only other, measurements of the
e las tic  stiffness constants and the piezoelectric stress constants
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Figure 3.2 
Elastic constants of class 32; Cjj
Cl1 1^2 Sa S a 0 0
Cl2 S i Sa - S a 0 0
S3 Sa S a 0 0 0
S a " S . 0 S a 0 0
0 0 0 0 S a S a
0 0 0 0 S a 6^6
Note = J(c„ -  c , , ) .
D ie lectric  constants of class 32; E..
Piezoelectric constants of class 32; ex
-e
-e
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were made by Chang and Barsch [128], who also published the temperature 
variation of these constants over the range 80°K to 293°K at about 
20°K in tervals . These measurements have enabled us and Detaint e t a l. 
[119] to try  to f i t  cubic curves to the data fo r the e las tic  s t i f f ­
nesses Cpq. The results of these two attempts at a least squares cubic 
f i t  are tabulated in Table 3.5 and shown graphically in Figures 3.3 
to 3.9 . The graphs show the experimental points from Chang and Barsch 
[128] including th e ir  quoted errors, the Chang and Barsch straight 
lin e  f i t  at 25°C (dashed l in e ) ,  the Detaint et a l. least squares cubic 
f i t  (dotted lin e ) and our own least squares cubic f i t  (solid  l in e ) .
I t  is  clear that our f i t  is in closest agreement with the experimental 
results.
A sim ilar attempt to find a cubic f i t  fo r the p iezoelectric  
stress constants e,p was tr ied  but abandoned since the errors in the 
data points swamp any temperature variation.
The d ie le c tric  constant has only been measured by 
Mason [140] and £ 3 3  has not been measured at a l l .  In th e ir  paper 
Chang and Barsch [128] assume £ 3 3  = £^  ^ and then use the temperature 
coefficients of the d ie lec tric  constants of quartz to calculate the 
bulk wave responses of b e rlin ite !
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Table 3.5 E lastic , piezoelectric and d ie le c tric  constants of 
b e rlin ite  and th e ir  temperature derivatives.
constant
''12
1^3
3^3
4^4
^ 6 6
Iic,3 
ID 
14T6 :
'11 
TP'
Ti?!
'44
TcTi
Tc®3
(3 )
13 
3)
14
t (■c 
j(3)
‘C3 3
^ 4 4
Tosa
: re f 1128] re f [1191 this work r e f [140]
6.40 xlO'°Nm 6.4013xl0™lta'® 6.4015x10™!ta'® 10.5032x10™]ta'®
7.20 xlO® " 7.2400x10® " 7.2454x10® 11 2.9337x10™ II
9.60 xlO® " 9.5500x10® " 9.5703x10® II 6.9271x10™ II
-1 .24 xld” " -1.2347x10™ " -1.2350x10™ II -7.4278x10™ II
8.58 xl0“  " 8.5754x10™ " 8.5764x10™ II 13.3534x10™ II
4.32 xio" " 4.3171x10™ " 4.3173x10™ II 2.3137x10™ II
2.84 xld° " 2.8381xld“ " 2.8385x10™ II 3.7847xicf“ II
-7.5781x10'* °C■' -7.7800xl0'®V -7.2300x10®
-1.4861x10'^ " -1.4090x10* " -1.4678x10* II
-3.9583x10^' " -1.2720x10* " -4.0084x10* II
7.1774x10* " 6.2400x10'® " 1 . 0 2 1 2 x1 0 * II
-2.1795x10* " -2.2350x10* " -2.0648x10* II
-1.5671x10* " -1.6974x10* " -1.6355x10* II
1.0282x10* " 8.8740x10* " 1.0595x10* II
3.5300x10* °C'® -2.0944x10*
3.8000x10® " 2.0235x10* II
8.4190x10® " -3.7364x10* II
-1.5580x10* " -6.5660x10* II
-3.8800x10* " -1.8651x10® II
-5.5500x10* " -4.1474x10* II
-8.8500x10* " -4.9466x10* II
-1.4950x10®''C* -3.1696x10'™'t *
2.7037x10® " 1.2688x10® II
6.7000x10'® " 1.6353x10™ p
-9.2720x10® " -2.6763x10® II
2.1380x10® " 6.9210x10™ II
-1.6030x10® " -5.7701x10™ II
4.8350x10® " -1.9781x10® II
t  reference [119] quotes c^  ^ = +1.2347x10, 1 0 n‘  ^ instead of -1.2347xlo’“
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Table 3.5 (continued).
constant re f [128] ref [119] th is  work r e f [140]
" 1 1
16
-0.3000 Cm^  -0.3000 Cm^  -0.3000 Cm^  0.1369 Cm"^
0.1300 0.1300 0.1300 " -0.4588
•2.6667x10* -2.6600xl0*°C' -2 .6667xlO *V
■5.6154x10* " -5.6100x10* " -5.6154x10* "
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Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.4
ELASTIC CONSTANT c -^,-2Cgg FROM CHANG AND BARSCH DATA
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F ig u re s .5
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Figure 3.6
ELASTIC CONSTANT c., FROM CHANG AND BARSCH DATA
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Figure 3.7
ELASTIC CONSTANT FROM CHANG AND BARSCH DATA
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Figure 3.8
ELASTIC CONSTANT FROM CHANG AND BARSCH DATA
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Figure 3.9
ELASTIC CONSTANT FROM CHANG AND BARSCH DATA
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Chapter 4. Theoretical results for surface acoustic 
waves on b e rlin ite
Section 1. The computer program.
The theory shown in Chapter 2 has been developed into a 
computer program to enable the prediction of surface acoustic wave 
properties for any orientation of a c rys ta l. The program is w ritten  
in FORTRAN and has been run on the University of London's CDC 7600 
and 6600 computers. The program uses the e las tic ,p iezo e lec tric , 
d ie le c tric  and la tt ic e  constants, the density and th e ir  temperature 
derivatives (to th ird  order i f  available) as the input data for a 
given orientation. The calculated properties are the surface wave 
velocity fo r both free and metallised surfaces (and hence Av/v and 
k^), the angle of power flow and its  slope and the temperature coeff­
ic ien t of delay for that orientation.
Subroutines appropriate to the crystal class are used to 
generate the complete matrices of the constants fo r any given temp­
erature. An orientation is selected and a sample starting velocity  
fo r the ite ra tio n  process is chosen together with the number and 
size of the ite ra tio n  steps. For any given orientation the calculations 
are performed six times to enable the temperature coeffic ient of 
delay (equation 1 .5 ), the slope of the power flow angle (equation 
4.3) and the velocities for both the free and metallised surfaces 
to be calculated. These calculations are indicated by the shaded 
regions in Figure 4 .1 .
The ite ra tio n  process involves minimising the boundary 
condition determinant (equation 2 .49 ), w hilst ensuring that the 
surface wave velocity determinant is zero (equation 2 .35 ). This is 
done by calculating the boundary condition determinant starting from 
an in te llig e n t guess for the surface wave velocity , fo r a reasonable 
number of t r ia l  velocities and then selecting the velocity correspon­
ding to the minimum value of jd^^l (equation 2 .49). The search is  
then continued around this velocity with a reduced number of increments 
of much smaller size until the increment reaches a small value (in  
our case 1 0 '  ^m/s).
The ite ra tio n  process has been optimised to provide rapid 
convergence w hilst enabling the program to determine accurately the 
region of the minimum on the f i r s t  ite ra tio n . The function |d^^(v)| 
does not always provide a simple, single minimum (see Section 4 ).
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Fig. 4.1
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This means that i t  is not practicable to use a standard method such 
as the Newton convergence method to find the minimum. We have found 
in several cases a number of turning points which could easily  confuse 
such a standard method. I t  is f e l t  that by stepping by a re la tiv e ly  
small increment of 1 0  m/s over a range of 1 0 0 0  rrt/s that the 'tru e ' 
global minimum in the function w ill be found. Once this minimum has 
been found i t  can be rapidly converged upon. For b e rlin ite  we have 
found that a good starting velocity is 3500 m/s with an in i t ia l  
increment D of -10 m/s fo r 101 steps (th is  covers the range 2500-3500 
m/s, which contains a ll the surface wave velocities for b e rlin ite  so 
fa r  discovered). For the second and following increments we use a new 
increment calculated by :
D' = D (4 .1 )
i ( I  -  1)
where I  (=7) is the number of increments of size D '. Iterations cont­
inue un til D' < lOr^m/s giving 11 complete levels of ite ra tio n . The 
f i r s t  level of ite ra tio n  gives a good approximation to the solution 
not only fo r the surface wave velocity fo r temperature T and angle 
(9 -  A8 ) ,  (the f i r s t  value to be calculated), but also for the velo­
c itie s  of the other regions shaded in Figure 4 .1 . The capture range 
of the ite ra tio n  process is ±15 m/s from this velocity which is 
su ffic ien t fo r b e rlin ite  calculations. Thus to save on calculation  
time th is  value of the velocity is used as the starting point for 
the second iterations for a ll 5 regions of in terest together with 
the metallised surface wave velocity at (T ,e) giving a to ta l of 6  
sets of secondary ite ra tio n s .
The to ta l number of calculations to find the surface wave 
velocity to within 1 0 '^ m/s in a ll regions of in terest is thus :
101 + 6 { (llx 7 )  + 1} = 569 (4 .2 )
The 11 iterations of 7 steps are followed by a further one to calcu­
la te  the correct surface wave velocity (to within 1 0  ^m/s) and are 
performed 6  times, fo r a ll the regions in Figure 4.1 that we require 
solutions fo r. The 7 step itera tion  process was found to produce the 
required accuracy of convergence in the fewest calculations hence 
making the best use of the computer time available.
An outline flow diagram of the computer program is shown
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in Figure 4.2 and a fu ll lis tin g  is given in Appendix 1. The FORTRAN 
variable names corresponding to the algebraic variables in Chapter 2 
are lis ted  in Table 4 .1 . The program uses two standard subroutines 
from the NAG lib ra ry  [1641. One (C02AEF) finds the eight complex roots 
of the secular equation (2 .35 ). Four of the roots with Im(&3  ^ ) < 0 
are selected and substituted into DET(I,J) where another NAG subroutine 
(F02AKF) evaluates the complex eigenvectors. The corresponding eigen­
values are checked to select the zero one ( i .e .  the one that corres­
ponds to a root of equation (2 .35 )) and its  corresponding eigenvector 
(EIGVEC(K,J)). The determinant [d^nl (DMN(J,N)) is evaluated and then 
stored. The program then continues the iterations and selects the 
minimum stored value of |d^^| (ABSOL(IQ)) and its  corresponding surface 
wave velocity (VS(IQ )).
A fter performing a ll the ite ra tio n s , the fin a l surface 
acoustic wave velocity is calculated along with the necessary eigen­
values a^p^ and roots . These are used to calculate the eigenvectors
Cn for the displacement vectors Up (equation 2 .3 6 ), the power flow 
vector Wj and the power flow angles (surface wave power flow angle 
tan"  ^ (Wg/W,) ,  and bulk wave power flow angle tan^(-W 3 /W^). Since the 
program calculates both the metallised and free surface wave velocities  
we can calculate Av/v (equation 1.2) and k  ^ (equation 1 .1 ). The 
temperature coeffic ien t of delay is calculated from equation (1.^5) :
TCP = Delay(T+AT) -  Delay(T-AT) (1 .5 )
2.AT.Delay(T)
where Delay is the delay corresponding to 10 mm of wave tra v e l, T =
25°C and AT = 0 .5 °C. S im ilarity  the slope of the power flow angle 
comes from :
3(j) = 4>(9+A9) -  ^(9-A9) (4 .3 )
99 2 .A9.* (9 )
where A9 = 0.05°.
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Table 4.1  Computer program v a r ia b le s .
Algebraic
symbol
FORTRAN
symbol
Comments
V|j
("Ukl
Guk
i f
,(n)
PV-
Wi
( 8 )
*2 ( 8 )
Y. 0
a
3
P
AT
V (I,J )
CPRIME(IJKL)
EPRIME(I,J,K)
EP(I,J)
ALPHA(I,J)
UVECT(R)
RL(J,N)
DET(R,S)
EIGVEC(R,N)
RKSP
DMN(M,N)
CVECT(N)
VS(IQ)
RWPOW(I)
PHIl(IANGLE)
PHI2(IANGLE)
G
A
B
RO
DELTA
X 3(I,J )
METAL
ITEMP
lANGLE
Rotation matrix.
Rotated e las tic  constant 
IJKL = 2 7 ( i - l )+ 9 ( j - l )+ 3 (k - l )+ l  . 
Rotated piezoelectric constant. 
Rotated d ie lec tric  constant.
Rotated coeffic ient of thermal 
expansion.
Normalised displacement vector.
Roots of secular equation ROOTS = 
RL(3,N), RL(1,N) = 1, RL(2,N) = 0. 
Equation (2.30)
Equation (2.30)
Wave vector 
IdmnI = ABSOL(IQ)
Normalised coefficients of displace­
ment.
SAW velocity (VSTORE a fte r completion 
of ite ra tio n s ).
Power flow vector.
Angle of power flow in surface.
.. .. .. b u l k .
Euler angle.
Density.
Change in temperature in equation(1 .5 ).  
Coefficients of secular equation (2.30) 
= 0 , free surface.
= 1 , metallised surface 
= 1 (T-AT), = 2 (T ), = 3 (T+aT).
= 1 ( 0 -A6 ) ,  = 2 ( 9 ) ,  = 3 (9+A9).
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Section 2. Bulk waves.
A sim ilar but much simpler program has been developed to 
calculate the bulk wave velocities for any given orientation of a 
crysta l. This was developed from the theory of Tiersten [150] who 
gives an analytical solution to the problem. The solution is  much 
faster than the surface wave solution since i t  involves solving only 
one eigenvalue problem. This program has been used to compare the 
bulk and surface wave velocities for identical orientations of ber­
l in i te .  The results are shown on Figures 4.3 to 4.26 as dotted lines  
on the velocity graphs where the velocities fa l l  into the ranges 
plotted.
Section 3. Results of computer calculations by other workers.
Three groups of workers other than ourselves have calculated 
some of the surface acoustic wave properties of b e r lin ite . Carr [471 
f i r s t  suggested that b e rlin ite  could be a temperature compensated 
m aterial. Later with O'Connell's computer program, they calculated 
the properties of some of the singly rotated cuts [461(see Appendix 
2  fo r defin itions of the singly rotated cuts) and one plane of doubly 
rotated cuts (a ,90 ,y ) [43,151]. The data that they used was from 
Chang and Barsch [128] and the results are shown in Table 4 .2 . Some 
results are quoted by O'Connell and Carr in la te r  papers [42,44,49].
Jhunjhunwala e t a l. [27,152] also calculated the surface 
acoustic wave properties fo r some of the singly rotated cuts using 
data from [128] and the results are included in Table 4 .2 . However, 
some of the results d if fe r  s lig h tly  fromm O'Connell and Carr [43]. 
Jhunjhunwala et a l. [27,152] suggest that a s lig h t difference in the 
input data, less than the experimental errors, could explain the 
differences. Carr and O'Connell [151] thought that Jhunjhunwala et 
a l. may not have used the temperature coefficients of the piezo­
e lec tric  and d ie le c tric  constants (which Chang and Barsch [128] admit 
are approximate). When O'Connell and Carr recalculated without these 
temperature coeffic ien ts , they claimed results sim ilar to those of 
[27,152]. Jhunjhunwala et a l. [27,152] claimed to have used "the 
temperature dependences of the e lastic  constants, piezoelectric  
constants, d ie le c tric  constants and la tt ic e  constants".
We have checked the properties of the orientations lis ted  
by both groups [27,152,43,151] using data taken from Chang and Barsch
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Table 4 . 2 Be r l i n i t e  SAW cuts  from o ther  workers.
Orientation v(SAW) Av/v 4 34/88 TCDl TCD2 references
a .e .y ) (deg) (m/s) ( 1 0 *^ ) (deg) (deg/deg; (ppm/°C)
0 ,0 ,24(35,84)) 3090 11.7 ±16.5 - - 0 27,152
II 3089.9 12.9 ±16.9 -0.444 -1.64 4.90 This work.
0,37,0) 2855 1.5 0 - - 0 27,152
II no solution found This work.
0 ,46 .6 ,0 ) 2847 1 2 . 8 0 2.97 - 0 151
II 2847.9 13.9 0 2.964 -4.24 -3.50 This work.
0 ,80 .4 ,0 ) 2751 24.5 0 0.901 - 0 42,44,49,151
II 2753.1 27.0 0 0.904 - 6 . 1 2 -3.13 This work.
0 ,87 .1 ,0 ) 2736.5 28 0 - - 0(19°C) 119
II 2741.5 25.4 0 0.747 -4.46 -1.50 This work.
0,90 ,0) 2736 22.5 0 0.365 - 1 43
II 2739.6 29 0 - - 0 119
II 2737.7 24.8 0 0.693 -3.58 - 0 . 6 8 This work.
0,90,6 .75) 2752.6 28.5 4.36 - - 0 119
0,90 ,6 .7 ) 2750.4 24.4 4.4 0.600 -2.76 0.16 This work.
0 ,90 ,6 .8 ) 2749 2 2 . 1 4.5 - - 0 27,152
II 2750.8 24.4 4.5 0.597 -2.74 0.18 This work.
0 ,90 ,8 .8 ) 2761 2 1 . 8 5.6 0.511 - 0 43
II 2759.4 24.1 5.6 0.534 -2.19 0.74 This work.
0 ,92.75,0) 2733 2 2 0 - - 0 27,152
0 ,92 .7 ,0 ) 2734.9 24.1 0 0.648 -2.72 0.15 This work.
11.2,90,0) 2759 23.6 4.1 0.335 - 0 43
II 2760.9 26.0 4.0 0.620 -4.94 -1.46 This work.
18.5,90,0) 2792 25.5 6.3 - - 0 151
II 2794.4 28.1 6 . 2 0.506 -7.37 -2.97 This work.
76.8,90,11.5) 2756 25.0 0 0.372 - 0 42,49,151
II 2759.3 27.6 0.03 0.389 -7.30 -2.96 This work.
79.7,90,15.5) 2758 24.7 0 0 . 2 2 1 - 0 42,44,49,151
II 2761.7 27.3 0 . 0 1 0.233 -7.682 -2.94 This work.
90 ,9 .5 ,0 ) 3113 16.2 1 0 - - 0 27,152
II 3118.8 17.9 1 1 . 1 -1.636 -5.20 1.98 This work
90,65.5,0) 2865 27.7 -2 .9 - - 0 27,152
II 2868.3 30.6 -3 . 0 -0.057 -4.80 0.55 This work.
90,90,19.1) 2754 24.0 - 1 . 6 - - 0 151
II 2758.0 26.6 - 1 . 6 0.236 - 8 . 1 2 - 2 . 8 8 This work.
Table 4.2 (continued).
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Orientation v(SAW) AV/v <P 3cj)/80 TCDl TCD2 references
(a .s .y ) (deg) (m/s) ( 1 0 "^ ) (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C)
(90,90,22) 2751 2 0 -0.55 - - 0 27,152
II 2754.9 24.0 -0.92 0.248 -5.01 -0.13 This work.
(90,90,22.3) 2756.6 27.5 0.76 - - 0(18°C) 119
II 2754.7 23.7 -0.85 0.252 -4.62 0 . 2 1 This work.
(90,90,22.6) 2750 2 1 . 1 - 0 . 6 8 0.266 - 0 43
II 2754.4 23.4 -0.77 0.256 -4.24 0.56 This work.
(90,90,168.7) 2926 2 2 . 2 -11.3 0.209 - 0 43
II 2928.9 25.1 -11.3 0 . 2 1 1 -2.94 2.04 This work.
(90,90,175.2) 2865 26.4 -9 .6 - - 0 151
II 2868.2 29.2 -9 .5 0.314 -8.33 -2.90 This work.
(135,45,6.87) 3060.6 43 4.36 - - 0(20°C) 119
(135,45,6.9) 3058.7 36.8 3.36 -1.501 -6.62 0.17 This work.
TCDl uses a. Tpi Te only.
TCD2 uses a. Tpi Te:’ Te\ fe T-d)9 Tôt 9 rl):|
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[128] and lis te d  in the f i r s t  column of Table 3.5 and our results 
are shown where appropriate in Table 4 .2 . TCDl shows the results of 
our calculations fo r the orientations considered using only the 
f i r s t  order temperature coefficients of the e las tic  constants Tc.j 
and density Tp’ and the lin ear expansion a j.  TCD2 shows results for 
the same calculations but this time using a ll the temperature coeff­
icients obtained from Chang and Barsch [128] ( a . Ta, Tpl Tp’, it"’,
T§’ and Te’ ) .  This includes some second order coefficients and also 
the temperature coefficients of the piezoelectric and d ie lec tric  
constants. The calculations were performed using the two sets of 
temperature coefficients to see why there were differences in the 
results presented by the d iffe ren t groups.The results show that better 
agreement is  obtained using a ll the temperature coefficients that 
are available.
Detaint e t a l.  [119] recalculated the e las tic  constant 
data from Chang and Barsch [128] (see Chapter 3) by a polynomial 
least squares analysis to the th ird  order in temperature and used 
these temperature coefficients to calculate the SAW properties of 
b e r lin ite . They produced fiv e  orientations that were temperature 
compensated at d iffe ren t temperatures from 18°- 25°C. These have 
also been checked by our computer program and the results are also 
shown in Table 4 .2 .
A ll these other workers have found temperature compensated 
orientations for b e rlin ite  which have an electromechanical coupling 
which is up to five  times that of ST cut quartz. However,the actual 
orientations obtained are affected by which of the basic constants 
and temperature coefficients are used to calculate them and ultim ately  
upon the measurements themselves.
Section 4. Results of our calculations fo r surface waves on b e rlin ite .
In Chapter 3 we explained how we obtained a cubic least 
squares f i t  to the e las tic  constant variation with temperature from 
the data of Chang and Barsch [128]. These values, together with the 
piezoelectric , d ie le c tric  and la tt ic e  and density parameters and 
th e ir  temperature derivatives (column 3 in Table 3.5) were used in 
the computer program described in Section 1 above. Eight standard 
crystallographic, singly rotated cuts sweeping through 180° of orien­
tation were studied. For a ll the singly rotated cuts, except the X 
axis boule and the X cut, the properties were symmetrical about the
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90° orientation (see Appendix 2 for defin itions of the singly rotated 
cuts). These orientations are presented graphically in Figures 4 .3 ,
4 .4 , 4 .13, 4.22 -  4.26 and tabulated in Appendix 3  (3 .1 , 3 .2 , 3.11 
and 3.20 -  3 .24). The ninth standard cut, the X axis cylinder, was 
not calculated for a ll 180° since for this cut the electromechanical 
coupling is id en tica lly  zero and for some orientations no surface 
wave solutions could be found.
The eight standard cuts yielded 12 temperature compensated 
orientations, however, due to the symmetry of the Z axis cylinder 
and the Z cut, each having three orientations that are equivalent, 
only 8  independent temperature compensated orientations were found.
The results are presented in Table 4 .3 .
I t  was then decided to investigate some simple doubly 
rotated cuts that could be obtained simply by using a d iffe ren t prop­
agation direction on a singly rotated cut. Thus the X axis boule 
singly rotated cut was selected and by using d iffe ren t propagation 
directions, y , the plane described by the Euler angles (0,B ,y) was 
investigated. This plane includes the Z cut (0 ,0 ,y ) , the Y cut (0 ,9 0 ,y ), 
both of which have temperature compensated directions, and the X axis 
cylinder cut (0 ,3 ,9 0 ). The orientations investigated are shown graph­
ic a lly  in Figures 4.4 to 4.21 and are tabulated in Appendix 3 (3.2 - 
3.19). The angle 3  was incremented by 10° and th is gave 14 further 
temperature compensated directions d irec tly  which are lis ted  in Table 
4.3 . These temperature compensated orientations together with the 
orientations for which the power flow angle is zero are plotted in 
Figure 4.27 and th is suggested two further orientations which are 
both temperature compensated and have a power flow angle of zero.
These two orientations are also lis ted  in Table 4 .3 .
The cuts lis ted  show only four with both a zero temperature
coeffic ient of delay and an e ffec tive ly  zero power flow angle. The 
71.8° X axis boule cut appears to have the best electromechanical 
coupling (about five  times that of ST cut quartz) of these orientations 
and corresponds approximately to the orientations being investigated 
experimentally. However a ll four orientations have a larger value for 
the slope of the power flow angle than we would lik e  (a ll are at least 
three times that of ST cut quarzt). This means that transducer orien t­
ation on a crystal s lice  must be. accurate to reduce losses arising
from misallignment (see Chapter 1).
Points of in terest to note from the graphs are the correl­
ation between maxima and minima on the velocity curves and pure mode
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Table 4.3 Temperature compensated cuts  on b e r l i n i t e .
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 34/98 TCD Cut Fi g
(deg) (m/s) ( 1 0 -^ ) (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C)
0 56.2 0 2825.0 24.9 0 2.155 0.05 X axis boule 4.3
0 71.8 0 2775.4 28.4 0 1.191 0.14 II II II II
90 90 17.6 2761.3 27.8 -1.96 -2.139 -0.26 X cut 4.26
90 90 174.5 2874.8 28.9 -9.73 0.304 -0.06 II II II
90 7.6 0 3131.2 17.1 10.47 -2.366 -0.07 Y axis boule 4.23
90 74.0 0 2849.0 31.1 -5.67 0.126 0.07 II II II II
2 0 . 0 90 0 2802.7 28.7 6.60 0.478 0.05 Z axis c y l. 4.22
40. 0 90 0 2802.7 28.7 6.60 0.478 0.07 II II Il II
80. 0 90 0 2802.7 28.7 -6.60 0.478 0.05 II II II II
0 0 26 3122.2 13.5 15.00 -1.631 - 0 . 2 1 Z cut 4.4
0 0 34 3122.2 13.5 -■15.00 -1.631 -0.17 II II II
0 0 8 6 3122.2 13.5 15.00 -1.631 -0.23 II II II
0 1 0 23.8 3195.2 10.3 17.08 -3.117 0.07 Doubly rotated 4.!
0 1 0 26.4 3221.9 13.6 0.85 -8.280 -0.26 II Il 4.5
0 1 0 84.3 2988.3 1 0 . 6 9.92 -4.602 0.43 II II II
0 30 15.6 3151.8 14.0 27.32 6.769 -0.05 II II 4.7
0 40 1 2 . 0 3044.3 2 0 . 8 26.48 -0.318 0 . 1 2 II II 4.8
0 40 17.0 3150.3 32.4 12.67 -3.831 -0.18 II II II
0 50 9.0 2929.3 25.8 18.82 0.938 0.16 II II 4.9
0 50 14.3 3026.3 32.3 17.97 -1.253 -0.16 II II II
0 60 6.5 2844.9 28.3 10.82 1.296 -0.07 II II 4.10
0 70 4 2789.1 28.5 4.93 1.160 0 . 2 1 II II 4.11
0 160 32.9 2986.9 17.7 3.28 -1.552 -0.08 II II 4.20
0 160 42 2952.5 6.5 -■10.23 -0.522 - 0 . 2 0 II II II
0 170 29.1 3053.0 16.2 9.36 -1.695 0.32 II II 4.21
0 170 39.1 3016.0 8.3 - 15.05 -0.777 0.05 II II II
0 9.8 26.6 3221.2 13.9 -0.16 -8.126 -0.35 II II 4.27
0 155.2 35.6 2956.0 17.4 0.08 -1.174 -0.13 II II II
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axes, the bulk wave depression of the surface wave velocity and the 
regions where no surface wave solution has been found.
From equation (1.10) we can see c learly  that when we have 
a maximum or minimum on the velocity curve (with respect to orienta­
tion 6 ) ,  i . e .  a v / 3 0  = 0 , then tan^ = 0  and hence 4 = 0 °and we have a 
pure mode axis. This connection has been noticed by Browning and Lewis 
[31] and derived by Szabo and Slobodnik [6 ] from [153].
For some orientations the SAW velocity approaches that of 
the shear bulk wave in the same direction. The rate of decay of the 
surface wave into the substrate decreases with orientation until the 
surface wave becomes a pure bulk wave. A pseudosurface wave often 
appears near such degenerate cases [8 8 ] .  This is a surface wave that 
decays in the propagation direction and radiates energy into the bulk 
of the material [87 ]. These pseudosurface waves give rise to secondary 
minima in the boundary condition déterminent versus velocity curve. 
These minima cannot be made a rb itra r ily  small with an appropriate 
choice of velocity without assuming a complex value for in equation 
(2.25) which complicates the process of computing the roots £ ^ 3  which 
do not then occur in complex conjugate pairs. We have not calculated 
these pseudosurface wave solutions although Jhunjhunwala et a l. [27,  
152] show some results. Our computer program does not produce a sol­
ution unless the magnitude of the boundary condition determinant can 
be made s u ffic ie n tly  small, so the pseudosurface wave solutions are 
not shown, although near regions where no surface wave solutions were 
found some of the surface wave energy begins to radiate into the bulk.
Section 5. Comparison of results.
I f  we compare orientations having both a zero temperature 
coeffic ient of delay and a zero power flow angle ( i . e .  | 4 | < 0 . 2 ° ) ,  
using the results that we have calculated, then the cut with the 
highest electromechanical coupling is the (0 ,71 .8 ,0 ) orientation.
The cut with the smallest slope of the power flow angle is the (79.7,  
90,15.5) orientation found by Carr and O'Connell [42,44,49,151]. This 
cut would appear to be the best compromise cut i f  we can accept a 
doubly rotated cut. Of the singly rotated cuts the (0 ,90,0) Y cut 
seems to be the best from the point of view of good electromechanical 
coupling and reasonably low power flow loss i f  misailigned.
The optimum singly rotated cut would seem to l ie  in the 
range 70°- 95° rotated X axis boule cuts, since the orientation is
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dependent on the basic constants used in the calculation and i t  may 
well a lte r  when further e la s tic , piezoelectric and d ie le c tric  data 
becomes available. A ll the calculations performed by other workers 
were done prio r to any experimental results being known for surface 
waves on b e r lin ite , but our work was completed a fte r  the experiments 
described in the next Chapter, so we have not been able to test the 
accuracy of our predictions for the temperature compensated cuts.
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Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.10
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Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.12
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Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.14
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Figure 4.15
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Figure 4.16
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Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.18
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Figure 4.19
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Figure 4.20
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Figure 4.21
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Figure 4.22
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Figure 4.23
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Figure 4.24
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Figure 4.25
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Figure 4.26
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Chapter 5. Experimental results fo r surface acoustic 
waves on b e r lin ite .
Section 1. Experimental results from other workers.
Three groups of workers other than ourselves have invest­
igated the experimental properties of surface acoustic wave cuts on 
b e r lin ite , these are Carr and O'Connell [44 ,58], Morency et a l .  [154, 
155,156] and Detaint e t a l.  [119].
Carr and O'Connell [44,58] used a crystal grown at the 
Naval Weapons Centre (USA) and looked at the 80.4° rotated Y cut (X 
axis boule) that they had predicted to be temperature compensated 
[151]. They constructed 3 devices which had 4 identical transducers 
arranged as two delay lin es . Each transducer had 66 double electrode 
pairs with a lin e  width of 1.26 pm and an aperture of 250 pm. The 
transducers on the three devices were seperated by 5.08 mm, 4.06 mm 
and 3.05 mm. The 5.08 mm dela^ lin e  was used as a feedback element 
in an o s c illa to r c irc u it . This enabled the SAW velocity  and the freq - 
uency-temperature response to be determined. By allowing the o s c illa to r  
to 'hop' between adjacent frequency modes, the SAW velocity was found 
to be 2739 m/s. From the geometry of the transducers and the synchro­
nous frequency of the delay lin e  a SAW velocity  under the transducers 
of 2743 m/s was found.
The frequency-temperature response gave a turnover temper­
ature at 25.4°C and a second order temperature co effic ien t of -264x 
Iq-9 oq-2  ^ The frequency response was measured over a range from 0°- 
48°C. The second order temperature co effic ien t is considerably larger 
than that of ST cut quartz (-31.5x10’  ^ °C‘  ^ [1 1 ]) .
The coupling co effic ien t k  ^ was measured from the input 
impedance of the tuned 3.05 mm delay lin e , giving a value of 0.3%
( i . e .  Av/v -  15xlO"4) which is much lower than they predicted [151].
Morency et a l.  [154,155,156] used a small crystal grown 
by Professor G. Lehmann in Germany. I t  was about 15 mm in the Z d ir ­
ection by 7 mm in the X d irection . They used the X axis boule 92.75° 
orientation [154,1551 that had been th eo re tica lly  predicted by some 
of th e ir  group [27,152]. They fabricated a 10 finger p a ir , 90 MHz 
delay lin e  having 1.82 mm separation between input and output trans­
ducers. They measured the SAW velocity as 2747 m/s (compared with the 
prediction of 2733 m/s [2 7 ]) . They measured k  ^ by using a 30 finger 
pair 75 MHz transducer pattern and measuring the conductance at
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resonance and the s ta tic  capacitance [157]. They obtained a value of 
of approximately 0.3% (A v /v  = 13x10"^), compared with the theoret­
ica l prediction of 0.4% ( av/ v = 22xl0*^[2 7 ]).
The delay-temperature response of the delay lin e  was meas­
ured using the o s c illa to r method [158]. The delay lin e  was matched by 
two a ir  co ils . The delay-temperature curve shows a turnover temperature 
of about 39°C, although they quote 32°C, and the response is noticably 
assymmetric. The temperature range used was from 15°- 55°C.
In a la te r  paper [156] they also produce results fo r 80°,
85° and 87.25° X axis boule cuts. They measured Av/v by two methods,
( i )  by measuring the change in phase as a metal film  was deposited [57] 
and ( i i )  by measurement of the conductance at resonance and the s ta tic  
capacitance of a 30 finger pair transducer [157]. The temperature 
coeffic ien t of delay was measured with the delay lines matched by two 
a ir  coils with copper screening between the transducers. Both black 
wax and black tape were used to dampen re flectio n s . The results that 
they obtained are shown in Table 5 .1 . A ll the delay-temperature curves 
show a second order temperature co effic ien t of delay larger than that 
of ST cut quartz.
Detaint et a l.  [119] used some crystals that they had grown 
[119] and used the 9 0 °.X axis boule orientation (Y cu t). They fa b ric ­
ated delay lines using two in te rd ig ita l transducers of 181 and 361 
fingers with a wavelength of 12.192 pm and an aperture of 0.5 mm.
They obtained a value of k^  of about 0.5% from impedance measurements 
which compares well with th e ir  prediction of 0.58%. The SAW velocity  
was measured as 2740 m/s, again close to th e ir  prediction o f 2739.6 
m/s, using a 'mode-hopping' technique. The frequency-temperature res­
ponse was also measured and the turnover temperature varied between
14 and 24 C fo r the d iffe re n t crystal samples. The second order temp­
erature co effic ien t of frequency was measured to be 210x10^ °C^ L 
These results w ill be discussed further in Chapter 6.
Table 5.1 Experimental results from reference 156.
Property 80° cut 85°cut 82.25°cut
expt theory expt theory expt theory
SAW ve lo c i ty  (m/s) 2728 2754 2836 2744 2747 2741
AV/V (1 0 '‘ ) 27 11 26 13 25
TCD (ppm/°C) a t 25°C -14.6 -2 .9  -11.3  -1 .8  -4 .1  -1 .1
Turnover temperature (°C) 44 38 32
Temperature range (°C) 22-52 22-48 12-52
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Section 2 , D e ta i l s  o f  the  c r y s t a l s  used in these  experiments .
The growth of the crystals used in our experiments was 
described in Chapter 3. The crystals were cut and lapped to the spec­
if ie d  orientations of 80° X axis boule and 90° X axis boule. The slices  
obtained were etched in a 1% solution of HF for 10 minutes and photo­
graphs were then taken under polarised lig h t to reveal grain boundaries 
between e le c tr ic a lly  twinned areas. The twinning revealed in the 
photographs showed that the spontaneously nucleated crystals,which  
had been grown through several growth cycles, to be much more heavily  
affected by twinning than the minor rhombohedrally grown crysta l.
This is shown in the photographs. Figures 5.1 to 5 .6 . Most w riters  
have reported twinning in b e r lin ite  (see Chapter 3) and much e ffo r t  
is being put into improving the quality  of the crystals currently  
being grown.
Most of the cut crystal plates had an area of surface 
which was free from major cracks of at least 10 mm by 5 mm. This 
enabled the larger type 2 mask to be used on crystal 2. This mask 
has three transducers as shown in Figure 5 .7 . Unfortunately th is  
mask was not available in time to use i t  upon the slices from crystal 
1 and a mask obtained from Marconi was used.(see Figure 5 .7 ) . An 
ST cut quartz device was made up fo r the purposes of comparison, 
since the basic dimensional data fo r the Marconi mask was unavailable.
The crystals were repolished with ceri-rouge and processed 
fo r the photolithography of the transducer patterns. The transducers 
were placed to avoid areas of heavy twinning. The two crystals used 
and th e ir  deta ils  are lis te d  in Table 5.2 together with the ST cut 
quartz crystal used fo r comparison.
Section 3. Details of the experiments :
( i )  O sc illa tor experiments.
To measure the frequency-temperature response of the delay 
lines an o s c illa to r loop was set up as shown in Figure 5 .8 . The amp­
li f ic a t io n  around the loop varied fo r some of the runs between 26 dB 
and 46 dB (see deta ils  of individual runs in Table 5 .3 ).
The crystal slices were lig h tly  glued into cast metal boxes 
with a small spot of Durofix which was placed well away from the region 
below the transducers to avoid any surface strains being introduced 
by d iffe re n t thermal expansion rates during the temperature cycling.
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Table 5.2 C rys ta l s  used in experimental  work
Crystal
1 Spontaneous 
nucléation. 
(80° X axis 
boule)
51 ice
1
2
3
4
5
Mask
type
Device
B1
B2
B3
Experimental 
run 
X ,X I,X I I I  
I -  V I I I  
Impedance 
Not used
Figure
5.1
5.2
2. Minor 1 type 2
rhombohedral 2 " 2
growth. 3 " 2
(90° X axis 4
boule)
B4 Impedance
Cracked
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
3. ST cut 1 type 1
quartz. 2 " 1
3 " 2
Q1
Q2
Q3
IX ,X II,X IV
Impedance
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Figure 5.1
Crystal 1 Slice 4 80*X axis boule
-  102
Figure 5.2
Crystal 1 S lice 5 80*X axis boule
M M
I #
%
103
Figure 5.3
Crystal 2 S l ic e  1 90°X ax is  boule
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Figure 5.4
Crystal 2 Slice 2 90°X axis boule
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Figure 5.5
Crystal 2 Slice 3 90°X axis boule
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Figure 5.6
Crystal 2 Slice 4 90°X axis boule
m
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Figure  5.7
Type 2 t ran sd ucer  mask
AOÜX
200
100X
70 X
50x 70X
x = 20 jjm
100X
T y p e 1  t ra n s d u c e r  mask (M a rco n i) .
~5m m
X ci18 pm 100X
«'2mm
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Table 5.3 Experimental runs fo r frequency-temperature responses.
Figure Run Device Temperature (°C) 
Start Finish
Amplification
(dB)
Comments
- I 82 20 50 No external temp­
erature control
- I I 82 68 24 Thermocouple error
5.10 I I I 82 75 31 46
- IV 82 25 28 II S ta b ility  tes t
- V 82 81 39 II
- VI 82 80 18 II Slow run to stab-
5.11 V II 82 106
5.12 V il la 82 27
5.13 V lllb 82 106
- IXa Q1 22
- IXb Q1 90
5.14 X 81 20
5.15 XIa 81 18
5.16 Xlb 81 102
5.18 X lla Q1 19
- Xllb Q1 106
5.17 X ll la 81 82
5.19 XlVa Q1 19
5.20 XlVb Q1 103
32
103
32
95
30 
100 
100
31 
101
87
25
100
30
i l is e
26 164 mins,T,^; =25°C
40 mins, " "
170 mins, " "
78 mins, "
quartz control 
137 mins, "
120 mins,Tg^. =25°C 
69 mins,
143 mins, "
52 mins.
Bond wires broke 
159 mins,Text =25°C 
55 mins, "
137 mins, "
II II
II
II II
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F ig u re  5 .8
OVEN
Low pass f i l te r
20 dB
D irectional
coupler
Thermocouple
HP 5245L  
Counter
Comark 3000  
Therm om eter
HP 8447F  
Amplifier
Copper shield
Device
E x p e r im e n ta l  a rrangem ent for freqency-tem perature measurements
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The transducers were bonded up using fine  gold wire to pins connected 
to the external c irc u it . A thermocouple was firm ly  attached to the 
metal box to ensure that the correct temperature was recorded. The 
metal box was then attached to an asbestos oven door and covered by 
a copper box to shield the device from short term thermal variations  
and to try  to ensure that the temperature of the device and the therm­
ocouple were the same.
The o s c illa to r loop makes use o f the am plifier noise, th is  
is f il te re d  by the delay lin e  and the low pass f i l t e r  and reamplified  
around the loop. The o s c illa tio n  frequency is characteris tic  to the 
delay lin e  and transducer geometry and is measured by the frequency 
counter. The change in th is  o sc illa tio n  frequency can then be measured 
fo r d iffe re n t temperatures.
The frequency of the modes of o s c illa tio n , f ,  must satis fy  
the phase condition :
Ztt/ t + = Zirn (5 .1 )
where x is the delay time of the device, is the phase s h ift  of
the external c irc u it  and n is  an integer.
Now i f  we rearrange and take temperature derivatives of 
the natural logs of both sides of equation (5 .1 ) :
9 In (fx )  = ^  ln(n -  ^ t )  (5 .2 )
9T 9T 2tt
JL i .  l l  ~ 1______ ^ ( n  - (j)/2TT) (5 .3 )
f  9T t 9T (n -  (J)/2ir) 9T
= 0 (5 .4 )
since 9n/aT = 0 (no 'mode hopping') and the external c irc u it  is kept 
at constant temperature. Thus we have :
1. “ 1. l l .  (5 .5 )
f  9T X 9T
(see equation (1 .8 ) ) .  Thus by measuring the temperature co effic ien t 
of frequency and reversing the sign we have the temperature co effic ­
ien t of delay. I t  is much easier to measure frequencies accurately
-  I l l  -
than i t  is to measure small periods of time, thus we have chosen to 
measure and plot the changes in frequency with respect to temperature. 
On the graphs we plot A f /f  against T and the slope of the graph gives 
the temperature coeffic ien t of frequency and hence from equation (5 .5 )  
the temperature co effic ien t of delay.
Table 5.3 lis ts  the deta ils  of the runs performed and some 
of these experimental runs are shown graphically in Figures 5.10 to 
5.20 together with a least squares cubic frequency-temperature f i t  to 
the response. Three of the quartz runs are included with four runs 
from each of the two b e r lin ite  devices. These results w ill be discussed 
in Chapter 6.
( i i )  Impedance measurements.
Two experimental arrangements were used to measure the 
electromechanical coupling co effic ien t k^. Both involved the measure­
ment of the magnitude and phase angle of the re flectio n  co effic ien t 
of a transducer. Using the arrangement shown in Figure 5.9a we used 
a vector voltmeter to measure the magnitude and the phase angle of 
the transducer's re flec tio n  co effic ien t at the resonant frequency f, 
of the transducer. The results plotted on a Smith's chart yielded the 
real and imaginary parts of the complex input impedance, Z.
The second method involved the use of the arrangement shown 
in Figure 5.9b and used a Hewlett Packard automatic network analyser
to measure the magnitude and phase of the transducer's re flectio n
co effic ien t over a small range o f frequencies. From th is  i t  was poss­
ib le  to find the average phase angle at the resonant frequency of 
the transducer. This average phase angle, together with the magnitude 
of the re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n t, was used to calculate the complex input 
impedance, R-iX, of the transducer.
The re flec tio n  co effic ien t p is given by :
p = (R -  Rq) -  iX (5 .6 )
(R + R.) -  iX
where the system impedance R. = 50 ü .
The phase angle c|> is given by :
tan(4>) = Im(p) -2XR. (5 .7 )
Re(p) (R2 -  RJ) + X2
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Figure 5.9
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We take (}> to be the average phase angle s h ift  due to p iezoelectric  
coupling taken at the centre frequency and we can then ignore the 
term in the denominator of equation (5 .7 ) .
ta n (*) = -2XR. (5 .8 )
(R2 + XZ)
The magnitude of the re flec tio n  loss x (in  dB) is given by :
X = 10 lo g ,o (|p |2 ) (5 .9 )
From equations (5 .8 ) and (5 .9 ) we can calculate R and X. 
Thus we have the complex input impedance of our transducer (R -iX ).
We have an equivalent c irc u it  model fo r the transducer as shown in 
Figure 5.9c and we can obtain the complex admittance (G+iB) which 
is related to the electromechanical coupling factor k^. From Figure 
5.9c we have :
1 = G + iB + iwCy (5.10)
R -  iX
and hence :
R = G (5.11)
X (wCy + B)
Both G and B are functions of w. We have measured the mid­
band conductance ( i . e .  a t the resonant angular frequency w ,) to reduce 
the frequency effects of the transducer. Auld [165] gives a relationship  
between the radiation conductance at resonance G(w^) and Av/v :
G(ü)J = 2.87 WoCyN. Av/v (5 .12)
and B(w,) = 0 (5 .13)
where N is the number of finger pairs in the transducer (the finger 
width is equal to the width of the spaces between fin g ers ). Using the 
approximation (1 .8 ) (k^ -  2av / v ) we obtain :
R = 2.87 N (5.14)
X 2
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and hence :
k2 = 2 R (5 .15)
2.87 N X
The results of these measurements are shown in Table 5 .4 .
The frequency response of device B1 is shown in Figure 5.21 
showing an untuned insertion loss of -18.7 dB (-40 dB + 21.3 dB). The 
corresponding untuned insertion loss for the quartz device Q1 is -28 dB
( i i i )  Velocity measurements.
Since the dimensions of the Marconi mask were not known i t  
was necessary to compare the resonant frequencies of the devices on 
ST cut quartz and on b e r lin ite  and then use the well known surface 
wave velocity  fo r ST cut quartz (3157.8 m/s) to derive the surface 
wave velocity fo r b e r lin ite . However, fo r the devices using the type 
2 mask pattern we could calculate the velocity  d ire c tly  from the freq ­
uency and wavelength d e ta ils . The results are compared to the theor­
e tic a l predictions and other results in Table 5.5 and are discussed 
in Chapter 6.
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Table 5 .4  values from inpu t impedance measurements.
Device Finger pairs k^(10"^) Method Comments
Q2
Q2
Q2
B3
B3
B3
B4
B4
B4
B4
B4
B4
Q3
100
50
9.8
9.7
9.8
7.9 
8.6 
8.8
24.8
23.9
28.4
26.4 
28.2 
28.7 
15.3
ST cut quartz
80 X axis boule crystal 1
90 X axis boule crystal 2
ST cut quartz
Table 5.5 Experimental SAW velocities  on b e r lin ite .
Device Velocity Other results Original Theory Comments
B1
B2
83
B4
(m/s)
2767 ±2 
2766 +2 
2769 ±2 
2743 ±1
(m/s) prediction (Chap 4)
(m/s) (m/s)
2743 44 2728 156 2751 2753 80° X axis boule
2740 119 2736 2738 90 X axis boule
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Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.14
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Figure 5.20
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Figure 5.21
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Chapter 6. D iscussion and conclus ions .
Section 1. Computer predictions.
The computer program described in Chapter 4 has been tested 
extensively and successfully against published results fo r quartz [62]. 
The program does not calculate pseudosurface wave solutions, but can 
give an indication of when they arise from the occurence of non zero 
power flow into the bulk of the crystal fo r orientations that fa i l  to 
y ie ld  a SAW solution.
The differences between the results produced by Carr and 
O'Connell [42,43,44,49,151] and Jhunjhunwala et a l.  [27,152] are d i f f ­
ic u lt  to explain. We have tr ie d  to check th e ir  results using a ll the 
constants and temperature derivatives that can be obtained from Chang 
and Barsch [128] and also by omiting the temperature derivatives of 
the p iezoelectric  and d ie le c tr ic  constants. We s t i l l  obtain differences 
of between 3 and 5 ppm/°C (a t 25°C) fo r some of the orientations quoted 
(see Table 4 .2 ) . I f  we allow a temperature co effic ien t of delay of 
better than about ±2 ppm/°C, then, allowing fo r the quoted accuracies 
of the orientations (e .g . ± 0 .1 °, or ± 1 °), most of the orientations  
shown in Table 4.2 are temperature compensated. However, the cuts 
predicted by Carr and O'Connell [151] have a persistent difference of 
about -3 ppm/°C which we cannot explain from the data that they claim 
to be using. There is also one orientation from Jhunjhunwala et a l.  
[27,152] which did not y ie ld  a SAW solution at a ll fo r our ca lcu la t­
ions.
The results from Detaint e t a l. [119] were quite good, 
although the e la s tic  constant data that they used is open to critic ism  
(see Section 4 ). Most of th e ir  results are within ±1 ppm/°C of temp­
erature compensation at 25°C.
For some orientations the rate of change of the temperature 
co effic ien t of delay with respect to orientation is  large, (e .g . fo r 
the Z cut (0 ,0 ,24 ) orientation) and to the nearest 1° of rotation the 
orientations are temperature compensated, but have very large power 
flow angles. Thus any s lig h t misorientation would greatly  a lte r  the 
properties of the cut, both as regards the power flow direction and 
the temperature coeffic ien t of delay.
The orientations that have been investigated are the 9 
standard singly rotated crystallographic cuts (see Appendix 2) , which 
includes one set of orientations for which the electromechanical
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coupling is id e n tic a lly  zero fo r the surface wave (the X axis cylinder 
orien ta tio ns). We have also investigated a d iffe re n t doubly rotated 
plane of cuts to that investigated by Carr and O'Connell [151]. The 
singly rotated cuts would be the easiest to fabricate devices upon, 
although some of the doubly rotated orientations could be fabricated  
by incorporating one of the angles of rotation into the transducer 
pattern.
Of the orientations considered the most promising would 
appear to be the singly rotated X axis boule cuts analogous to the 
ST cut of quartz. The angle of rotation of th is  cut would appear to 
be somewhere between 70° and 95°. This cut has the advantage of high 
electromechanical coupling together with a power flow angle of zero.
The actual angle chosen w ill depend upon the values of the e la s tic , 
p iezo electric , d ie le c tr ic  and la t t ic e  constants used in the ca lcu l­
ations. I t  can be seen that there is quite a wide variation in the 
angles predicted :
71.8° rotation This work 
80.4° " [151]
90° " [119]
92.75° " [27,152]
As improved measurements of the constants of b e r lin ite  
become available we w ill be able to refine  the predictions of th is  
temperature compensated orientation .
The doubly rotated cuts which are both temperature comp­
ensated and have a zero power flow angle do not o ffe r  a s u ffic ie n t  
improvement in electromechanical coupling to o ffse t the increased 
d if f ic u lty  of transducer orientation .
Section 2. Material parameters.
The qu ality  of the crystals that have been used to deter­
mine the basic material parameters of b e r lin ite  has been very variab le. 
Some of the crystals that have been used have been in existance for  
quite a long time and were grown before the growth techniques were 
completely re lia b le . As a resu lt almost a ll the crystals appear to 
suffer from small s ize , twinning, impurities and defects. As the growth 
methods become more established the quality  of the material should 
improve and more re lia b le  measurements of the basic parameters of 
b e r lin ite  crystals may be made availab le . The poor qu ality  of these
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early crystals is evident from the lack of consistency between the 
measurements of the e la s tic  constants made by Chang and Barsch [128] 
on Stanley's crystal and those made by Mason [140], together with the 
large differences between the theoretical predictions and the experi­
mental results fo r surface waves. There are also differences between 
theoretical predictions and experimental results fo r bulk waves (C.D. 
Emin [unpublished]).
Section 3. The a-g tra n s itio n , la t t ic e  parameters and density.
The a - 3  tran s ition  in b e r lin ite  is generally accepted 
to occur between 580°C and 585°C. This leads us to question the v a lid ity  
of the measurements that we have made (see Chapter 3) since our resu lt 
indicates a tran s ition  temperature s lig h tly  over 600°C. We are not 
completely happy with the temperature ca lib ration  of the X ray powder 
photograph that we used. This would a ffec t the measurements of the 
la t t ic e  parameters a and c at elevated temperatures by a lte ring  the 
horizontal temperature scale in Figure 3.1 and could give closer agree­
ment with the results of Chang and Barsch [128].
The room temperature values of a and c that we measured 
(Table 3 .2 ) are in good agreement with some of the more recent results  
from other workers. Again the differences in the results are probably 
due to im purities in the crysta ls . The more recent results seem to be 
more consistent for a range of crystal sources.
The density measurements by various authors give reasonably 
good agreement, again from a variety  of crystal sources, to within  
about 4%. We have not measured the density, so we cannot compare the 
GEC grown crystals that we have used.
Section 4. E lastic  constants. •
As described in Chapter 3, we have f i t te d  a cubic temper­
ature dependence curve to the experimental results fo r the e la s tic  
constants obtained by Chang and Barsch [128]. We feel that this is an 
improvement on the stra ight lin e  f i t  that Chang and Barsch suggested, 
although there are often large experimental errors quoted. The e las tic  
constants were measured over a temperature range from -220°C to +25°C. 
This range is lower than the temperature regions that SAW devices are 
normally used a t. Thus we have to have to work at the extreme top end 
of the temperature range measured and extrapolate to the higher temp­
eratures of in teres t.
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There are large differences between the e las tic  constants 
measured by Chang and Barsch [128] and those measured by Mason [140], 
which again suggests very variable crystal q u a lity . The measurements 
made by Chang and Barsch are more recent and more comprehensive and 
we feel that they probably describe a better qu ality  crys ta l.
The least squares cubic f i t s  of temperature dependencies 
made by Detaint e t a l.  [119] seem to bear l i t t l e  resemblance to the 
experimental results of Chang and Barsch [128] outside a small temp­
erature range near room temperature (see Figures 3.3 to 3 .9 ) . For 
only two of the e la s tic  constants (c^  ^ and c^  ^ - 2 Cgg)) do th e ir
cubic f i t s  remain within the experimental errors quoted by Chang and 
Barsch [128]. We can place l i t t l e  reliance upon the theoretical results  
calculated using th e ir  temperature derivatives, although th e ir  f i r s t  
order temperature coeffic ients are generally s im ilar to those from 
Chang and Barsch and our own calculations. This probably explains why 
th e ir  SAW predictions are not w ild ly  d iffe re n t from those of other 
workers (see Section 1 and Chapter 4 ).
Section 5. P iezoelectric  and d ie le c tr ic  constants.
Chang and Barsch [128] measured the p iezoelectric  constants 
of b e r lin ite  from bulk wave resonator measurements assuming that the 
d ie le c tr ic  constants and £ 3 3  were equal and they used the value 
o rig in a lly  measured by Mason [140] fo r (e^  ^ = 5 . 8 8 0 ^ ). Since Mason 
only measured a ll  the results that followed are based upon that 
measurement and upon the v a lid ity  of assuming that the two independent 
d ie le c tr ic  constants are equal. Since the surface acoustic wave e le c tr ­
omechanical coupling is a function of both the piezoelectric  and d i­
e le c tric  constants, i t  w ill be affected by any error arising in the 
calculation of the ejj or the E|j . This could be part of the reason 
fo r the large differences between the theoretical predictions and the 
experimental measurements of Av/v and k^.
The temperature coeffic ients  of the d ie le c tr ic  constants 
of quartz are also used by Chang and Barsch [128] to calculate the 
temperature variations of both the p iezoelectric  and d ie le c tr ic  const­
ants of b e r lin ite . This makes the v a lid ity  of these temperature coeff­
ic ients  doubtful. The temperature derivatives of Ojj and ^jj make only 
a small a lte ra tio n  in the predicted temperature coeffic ients of delay. 
There is approximately 5 ppm/°C difference between using these coeff­
ic ien ts  and not using them to calculate the temperature coeffic ients
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of delay for the orientations lis te d  in Table 4.2 (see columns TCDl 
and TCD2).
Section 6 . Experimental measurements of SAW on b e r lin ite .
The most s trik ing  aspect of the experimental results pre­
sented in Chapter 5 is the almost cubic frequency-temperature response 
of the SAW devices that were constructed on b e r lin ite . The response 
shows temperature compensation as predicted, although at higher temp­
eratures than the intended 25°C, together with a minimum in the freq ­
uency-temperature curve at a higher temperature, these results are the 
f i r s t  observations of th is  e ffec t in b e r lin ite . I t  has not been observed 
by any of the other workers who measured the frequency-temperature 
response (or delay-temperature response) over more restric ted  temper­
ature ranges as shown in Table 6 .1 . A ll workers have used a s im ilar 
type of experimental arrangement to that which we have used ( i . e .  
o s c illa to r loops using surface wave delay lin e s ).
I t  can be seen from Table 6.1 that the turnover temperatures 
T^  vary over a range from 14°C to 50°C and over a range of orientations  
between 80° and 92,75° rotated X axis boule cuts. This is shown graph­
ic a lly  in Figure 6 .1 .
We would expect a certain amount of variation in T^  due 
to the d iffe rin g  orientations used [ 1 1 ] and the results show a s lig h t 
change in T^  of about -1|°C  per degree of X axis boule rotation [156]. 
However individual cuts give varying results fo r T^  which is probably 
due to the d iffe re n t qu ality  crystals used fo r the experiments. A ll 
the results except that of Carr and O'Connell [46,58] and those of 
Detaint e t a l .  [119] give a turnover temperature higher than 25°C 
which suggests that the temperature compensated orientation fo r 25°C 
lies  at about 90° X axis boule ( i . e .  the Y cu t).
I t  would appear that a cut very close to the 90° X axis 
boule orientation (or Y cut) with propogation along the X axis is the 
most useful temperature compensated orientation suggested by these 
experimental resu lts .
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Table 6.1 Temperature ranges, turnover temperatures and parabolic 
temperature coeffic ients from experimental resu lts .
Cut Temperature Turnover Turnover -r(2 ) referenc
range (°C) temperature temperature (°C - 2 )
T(low) T(high) 1 (°C) 2 (°C)
80.4° 0 48 25.4 - -264 xld^ 44,58
92.75° 1 0 58 32 - - 155
87.25° 1 2 52 32 - - 156
85° 2 2 48 38 - - 156
80° 2 2 52 44 - - 156
90° - 2 0 40 14-24 - -210 xlO'® 119
92.75° 15 55 32(39°on graph) - - 154
80.4° 30 75 50 74 - 8 6  xlO'® Fig 5.10
II 31 106 48 80 - 8 8  xlO"* Fig 5.11
II 28 104 49 84 -195 xlO'S Fig 5.12
II 31 106 48 81 -84 xlO'® Fig 5.13
II 19 1 0 2 38 1 0 0 -460 xlO"* Fig 5.14
II 18 1 0 0 34 99 -335 xlO^ Fig 5.15
II 31 1 0 2 30 1 0 0 -229 xlO* Fig 5.16
II 25 80 30 - -228 xlO^ Fig 5.17
T u r n o v e r  
T e m p e r a t u r e  
( C)
50-6
4 0
30^
2 0 -
10-
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Figure  6.1
80 85" 90
Angle of r o t a t io n
95
T e m p e r a t u r e  c o m p e n s a te d  cuts on Berl inite
0 -  our  re su l ts  
X - o t h e r  w o rk e rs
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Section 7. Parabo lic  c o e f f i c i e n t s  and cubic responses.
The parabolic temperature coeffic ients of delay obtained 
from the experimental results show a value which is about an order of 
magnitude larger than that fo r ST cut quartz (e .g . 30x10^ fo r ST 
cut quartz against around 300x10'® °C"^  fo r 'ST' cut b e r lin ite ) .
However th is  seems to depend upon the rate of change of temperature.
I f  we compare Figure 5.12(Run V il la  (heating)) where the temperature 
sweep took 40 minutes with Figure S.13(Run V ll lb  (cooling)) where the 
temperature sweep took 170 minutes, we can see that the parabolic 
coeffic ients d if fe r  by a factor of two, with the slower cooling curve 
having a f la t t e r  frequency-temperature response. Ballato [159] has 
described a s im ilar e ffec t in bulk wave quartz osc illa tors  where rapid 
heating increases the frequency deviation from a 's ta t ic ' frequency- 
temperature curve, whereas slow cooling tends to decrease the frequency 
deviation. Thus the 's ta t ic ' frequency-temperature response lie s  some­
where between the two resu lts . This suggests a very approximate para­
bolic temperature co e ffic ien t of delay of 150x10'® °C'  ^ fo r device B1 
and 280x10  ^ °C^ fo r device B2.
Cubic frequency-temperature responses fo r SAWs have been 
noticed on quartz by Browning and Lewis [31] fo r th e ir  theoretical 
prediction of a 46° rotated X cut which showed an AT cut quartz lik e  
frequency-temperature behaviour. Shimizu e t a l.  [23] have observed a 
cubic response on quartz which is caused by heavy m eta llisa tion . They 
report a change from a parabolic response to a cubic response and then 
to a response with a non zero f i r s t  order temperature co effic ien t as 
the mass of the transducers increases. The m etallisation also lowers 
the turnover temperature T^. This has been noticed by other authors 
[160,161]. I f  th is is happening with the b e r lin ite  samples then i t  
implies much higher turnover temperatures ( i . e .  over 50°C).
Section 8 . Electromechanical coupling.
There is  very good agreement between a ll authors on the 
value of the electromechanical coupling coeffic ien t k  ^ o f about 0 . 3 %. 
This is  much lower than predicted by the theoretical calculations. As 
mentioned e a r lie r  the theoretical calculations are based upon doubtful 
values of the d ie le c tr ic  constants and upon piezoelectric  constants 
having large quoted errors. When improved measurements of these basic 
constants are available then new theoretical results may be more •
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accurate. Present theoretical results show trends and areas of in terest 
fo r further study when the accuracy of the basic constants and th e ir  
temperature derivatives is improved.
The magnitude of fo r b e r lin ite  is about twice that fo r  
ST cut quartz and hence shows that b e r lin ite  is a useful material for 
temperature compensated devices.
Section 9. General conclusions.
At the moment the samples of b e r lin ite  that are available  
are very variable in th e ir  quality  and suffer from twinning and other 
defects. The crystals are not very large and much e ffo r t  is being put 
into growing larger and better qu ality  crystals . The variations in the 
qu ality  of the crystals used fo r SAW measurements is apparent from the 
d iffe rin g  results obtained both by us and other workers and even within  
individual crystal samples. At present the most promising orientation  
would appear to be the 90° X axis boule orientation (or Y cut) with 
propagation along the X axis. This should have an electromechanical 
coupling co e ffic ien t of about 0.3% (about twice that of ST cut quartz). 
I t  should be temperature compensated at 25°C and have a surface acoustic 
wave velocity  of about 2740 m/s.
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A p p e n d i x  1. F O R T R A N  l i s t i n g  of  t h e  compu t e r  program.
15
program  SAWVEL( INPUT,OUTPUT/TAPË53INPÙt7TAPE6=QUTPÛT)
DIME N S10 M _E P SI  ( 3 # S I lV ^  3 13 ) I T_R U EJBJL 3 /ETRUE ( 27 )
LfetMERS I
-Dl i lENSION TC1 ( 7 ) > T C 2 ( 7 ) / T C 3 C 7 ) / T E 1 ( 2 ) / T E P 1 ( 2 )
HD IMEMSI
DIMENSION WKSP(g)  / W R ( a ) / W I ( 4 )  / E I G R ( a / ^ ) i E I G I H ( a / a ) ~  
I D 0  5T2:$j
DIMENSI ON ÇR(Ü)  «CI ( q ) >DHN2~(â/ q ) >D^N3 ( 4 /  4 )  > A2 ( 9 )
=0 -^ W R  tO r-fS E 2  (r^y
_D_IMENSION T A K 2 ) « T A 2 ( 2 3 « T A 3 ( 2 ) | V S ( 1 0 2 ) | A B S 0 1 ( 1 0 1 )
rO HPLEX R L ( 3 « q ) « PET ( q « 4 ) , DMN( 4 « 4 ) «E I G V E C ( a , a)
_COM f^E X _F I  NT « F I  NT 1,  X 3 Y M ^ I  l « ZS T «.Z S T_1 «EMN,
COMPLEX WPt3W(3)»SUHA(10)  
i n t e g e r  P , Q^R ,S« T , T I J «QRST
EPS0 « 8 . 8 5 4 1 8 5 E . 1 2
I D ATA = 0
METAL 3 a
_25.
Rt ( I f N )  = CmPl X ( U 0 « 0 . 0 )
THIS PROGRAM I S  TO CALCULATE THE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE VELOCITIES
_15_
INPUT OF DATA
_45_
_REAp ( 5 / 1 0 0 0 )  ( C ^ ( I ) « I » 1 , 7 )
READ ( 5 / 1 00 0 )  ( f C 2 ( I ) , î â i , T ) '
____________
J.Ei.P_JS/JJJgj_X25 ( 1 ) I TEJlI)jLTE2JjLlilE3111  
jtEAD ( 5 , 1 0 4 0 )  ( T E P 1 ( J ) ^ " 1 ' 2 )
READ ( S / 10 9 0 ) J k U i  ) / T A1 ( 2 ) / fA 2 ( 1 ) , T A2 ( 2 ) / T A3 ( 1) / T A 3 ( 2 )~ 
READ ( 5 / 1 0 9 0 )  VSTaRT/DELVI /RKSP
0Ü0 F0R M A T( 4 E 11 ,4 )
1085 F0RMAT( I2 )
095 F 0 R M A T ( 3 ( F 5 ,U 1 _ X ) )
WRITE ( 6 , 5 0 0 0 )  ( C 2 S ( I 0 U T ) / I 0 U T ? l , 7 )
WRITE ( 6 / J 0 0 0 ) _ ( T C 2 ( I O U T ] , I O UT=1 , 7 )
_WRJ T E (6  ,_5 0 0 4 ) E 2 5_(_1 ) / T E j  ( 1 ) ,_T E 2 U  ) / J  E S U  J_
65
t-ftl TE--HT6:i-5 _
WRITE ( 6 , 5 0 0 4  ) _ ( E P 2 5( IOUT) / 1OUT » I / 2 ) / ( T EP1 ( JQUT) , J QUT = 1 / 2 )
WRITE" (_^/_5^07) T A K l )  / T A l ( 2 ) ^ T A 2 ( l ) / T A 2 ( 2 )  / T A 3 ( 1 ) / T A 3 ( 2 )
5^ 0 0 ^ 3 P'iA111 H0./ 2 OX , 7 ( 1 ^ 1 7 4  , 2 X J l
:50P^ORHirCpf3>23:t^crrPEl 1 »4,2X):Ï^ 
_ 5 0CT7 FORMA T d H 0 , 2 0 X , 6 ( 1 P E 1 1 . 4 , 2 X )  )_
:CH::
P RI NT THE HEADINGS
-15. WRITE ( 6 / 2 0 2 0 ).
"2005ZFO RM AII2 ( lH 0 /)V T r% :/? T H IS -P R m :R AK:(rAUCULA_TE5-HSURrACEH:WA:YEH^ 
„ 1 " V E L 0 C I T I E S « )  _____   ^     _ .
- 1 4 8  -
V S (1 )  s VSTART 
DELV = DELVl
READ IN THE ANGLES
DO 33 IRANGE=l /NANGL£
tNC_REH=ÉÎ0
R E A D . ( 5 , l i a ? l _ A » B f G
WRITE ( 6 / 2 0 1 0 )  A/B/G
[ fft F O R fflT liH  0 ^ 3 3 X7 1 ^  H
2 ÎH  / 3 9 X / " ( " / 3 ( F 6 , 2 / 2 X ) , " )  DEGREES ROTATED BE R LIN IT E" )
TRANSFORM TO RADIAN MEASURE
B_s 8*D
T5E
A INC » AINC ♦ 0 . 0 5
105
-E-V~A£ti:A-T El—THE—TRA&SEOAM'ATiO N—SAT
T ( 1 / 2 )  g (S~IN(aT * C 0 8 ( G ) )  .  ( C 0 S ( A ) * C 0 8 ( B ) * S ' I N ( G ) )  
Y ( T /T ) ~ : .  ( C0 S'( A j » S l'N~(G)) » ( SIN ( A ) «COS ( B ) *C O STG jT
V ( 2 / 3 )  s # ( S I N ( 8 ) * C 0 5 ( G ) )
_ 115 V ( 3 / 2 )  3 C 0 S ( A ) * S I N ( B )
C
-------- C tr j+TF—A N D—P*T ^^ T—T^ E^—Tgntpr-PATtjgF^-F^
r e f e r e n c e  t e m p e r a t u r e  T0_________________
DO 35 IT E H P 3 1 /3
—
IF  ( I A N G L E . N E . 2 . A N D . I T E H P . N E . 2 )  GO TO 37
---------  . .— -------- g - - . ■ -  ---------  . -  - - - - - -  ■ J- —
125 d e l t a  3 T2 •  T0
WRITE ( 6 , 3 0 0 0 )  T2
jjffa=gnPM^T^T^<F7^3^.-°-~^MPg|g.A-Tljpr a l-r*:—PgGR^p-S—FFN-T-TGRADF” }— ■ --
32 CONTINUE
c CALCULATE THE VALUES OF THE CONSTANTS (ADJUSTED FOR TEMPERATURE)
=H?^YHBSlT5GHFiîSff=5BSlîmJTrNE 3 - —  - -
C
JJ5. CAL L EG EN ( E 2 5 / T i l  / T E 2 / T E 3 /~DEL T A / Ê )
5cALEHEPGE?ffËF257TEP^ EÏ0EETA7ÊPæ)
CAUL_AL1GEN CTA1 /TA2 / TA3/DELTA/ALPHA1)
r£ê^E£.fA*Tgül
1 4 0
F2 3 DELTA*0ELTAa TR02
F3 = d e l t a w d e l t a * 6 e l t a * t r o 3  
RO 3. R O 0 » g ' . a  + l \  _ t - F 2 . . t .  F_3)_
JL0NY_E_PT„C(PQ ) to C ( I J K L )  AND E ( I P )  TO ECIJK)
_N5_ . . DO 60 1 3 1 / 3
DO 63 K3 1 / 3
---
IF  ( I . E O . J )  P3 I
I  PEL (TT/J^evJ^PO RabErt-^TlEE— — ---- —-----= ---------
IF  ( K . E Q , L )  Q=K
— f  : CK-VNE »Lyns = 9 #-(:X+L }  — — -------- — ---- ----------------------------------------------------- -----------------
I JKL g ( 2 7 ^ C I - l ) )  *  ( 9 * ( J > - 1 ) )  *  ( 3 * ( K ^ D )  + L
-------------------------- ---- -- --73E79U E (rjK L)^ '-:-C :C P rO T:'---------  ' ' ' ' ”  " ”
155 C
60 ETRUE(KIJ )  g E ( K / P )
-  U 9  -
EVALUATE ROTATED CONSTANTS CPRÏHECQRStJ, EPRI ME( WSTj » EPSILON PRIME(ST)
i6 .5 _
ED 0 ^ 2 Ea 
_eo_ l0  I P s !  ,.3 
ËEPfŒtlPÎ^
ALPHA( Q * I R )  = 0 . 3
_E PR I  HE C Q tl.R , IS) = 0 , 0
Ê D ï^fJS stŒ ___________ ___________
QRST = ( 2 7 * ( Q « 1 ) )  + ( 9 * ( I R " 1 ) )  + ( 3 *  ( I S "  i n  + T
CPRIH&mR.S:T^ %^
DO 20 1 = 1 , 3
g a g
DO 30 K = 1 i 3
JJ3_
la a it ï Ë ! ______________ ___________________
I JKL = ( 2 7 * ( I *  iJ_ 3 *  ( 9 *  ( J # l  ( I f  ( K " l ) )  + L
CPPIH~E(QRST) + XI30 CPRIHECQRST)
TIJ s ( 9 * ( T " i n  t  ( 3 * 0 13) + J
20 p P R I H E ( O f I R , I S )  3 E P R ! M E ( Q , I R , I S )  + Y1
185
Z = V ( Q ' I 9 ) * V (  l l » T 3 * E P S n i S , T ) 
"EPToTTRJ 3 EP(Q,rR} f Z
FIRST LEVEL OF COEFFICIENT MULTIPLICATIONS
X ( l , 2 )  3 CPRIHE(553 » CPRIME(3)
195 X ( 2 , l )  3 CPPIME(4)
X ( 2 , 3 )  a CPRIME(60)
X ( 3 , 2 )  3 CPRIMF(61 )  + CPRIHE(93
g r s
215
X ( « , l )  u E P R I M E ( 1 , 1 , 1 )
X ( 4 , 2 )  = E P R I M E ( 3 , 1 , 1 )  ♦ E P R I M E ( l , 3 , 1 Î 
X ( 4 , 3 )  a E P R I M E ( 3 , 3 ,  13
CPRIMe (693X ( 5 , 3 3
X ( 6 , 2 )  a CPRIME(703 t  CPR IHE(18 )
X ( 7 , 1 3  a E P R I M E ( l , l , 2 3
X ( 7 , 3 ) '  a EPRIME ( 3 , 3 , 2 3  _ _  1  ] _
X ( 8 , 3 3  a CPR IME(813__________
EX ( 9-> I  EBg-M E C t t W
X ( 9 , 2 3  R E P R IM E  ( 3 , 1 , 3  3 + EPRI M E d ,  3 ,_3_1 
EX C 9
X ( 1 0 , 1 3  a "EP(  1,131
X ( 1 0 , 3 3  a " E P ( 3 , 3 3 .
"s t a r t ' i TERATION PROCESS ------ - ------------ ......... .......... -- - - 1 ■ - -- -----
ISTORE a 0
— ■ , --------- = :  - --------  ' " ' — —
225
I F  (METAL.EO.33 I  SURF = 10HFREE  i
r  H ElTA L .  N E . 3 S U P g g t P H M  É.T A O -iZ E D E ^  
WRITE ( 6 , 6 3 8 5 3 ' ISURF
E23# FORMAT ( 1 Hg>5gX;^ “TH^ SÏJRFACEHIS^>Xlg3=:
 4 l_COf[.T I  HUE________________________________________
1 0  = 0
235
440 CONTINUEE^
X(l,l3_= CPRIME(Î3 -_CRd*VS(I03*VS(IQ3 3 _ 
X (5,. 1 j.;^  cPRIME ( I Î )1 ^  (RbItVS Cl03*VS c 133 n 
X(a,l3 a CPPI^ E_(253_" (R0*VS(IQ3wVSCIQ) 3
- 1 5 0  -
z ERO THE COEFFICIENTS FOR SECOND LEVEL MULTIPLICATIONS
DO 80 1= 1 , 1 1
ALCULATE SECOND LEVEL COEFFICIENTS
DO 90 H a l , 3
I  a (M#13 + ( N m l ) + 1
_Z55_
^65.
X 2 C 2 , n  a X 2 C 2 , n  + X ( 6 ,  H 3 *X (F g , N ) " X~ (9,H ) *  X (7 ,T 3~
_ X 2 ( 4 , I 3  a X 2 ( 4 f l 3  ^ _(_3_„,^3_*X ( i g , N 3  " X ( 9 , M )^ * X ( 4 , N 3
X 2 ( 6 , I 3  s X 2 (_6, 1 3 + X ( 3 , H 3 * X ( 7 , N 3  »_X ( 6 , M3*X (4 , N3
X 2 ( 8 , I 3  a X 2 ( 8 , I 3  + X ( 3 , M 3 * X ( 2 , N 3  »_X (~i 7 m~UX (6 ,N3
X 2 ( 1 0 , I )  a X 2 1 1a , I )  + X ( 2 , M ) » X ( 6 , N 3  .  X ( 3 , M 3 * X ( 5 , N3
ZERO" THE c o e f f i c i e n t s '  FOR THIRD LEVEL'MULTIPLICATIONS
DO 110 J a l , 9
rg=g=
DO 120 N a l , 3
275 X 3 ( 1 , I 3  a X 3 C 1 , I 3  f  X 2 ( 1 , H ) * X 2 Ç 7 , N) + X 2 ( 2 , M ) * X 2 ( 8 , N 3
120 X 3 C 3 , I 3  a X 3 ( 3 , I 3  t  X 2 ( 5 , M 3 « X 2 ( H , N 3  ♦ X 2 ( 6 , M 3 * X 2 ( 6 , N 3  
CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS X3 ( I 3
^ 5 .
125 A 1 ( i a " l 3  a X 3 ( 1 , I 3  + X 3 C 2 , I 3  + X 3 ( 3 , I 3
SOLVE THE SECULAR EQUATION POLYNOMIAL
N a 9
_ 2 1 5 _
IF  ( A 6 S ( ZREA L ( I 3 3 . L T . 1 . 0 E M 1 3  ZRE^L ( I3  a 0 , 0  
t a a  ROOTS ( 1 3 a CMPLX(TreT l (T3 , zT m~(IT3'
ERO THE MATRIX DMN
DO_200_I=U4
_gg.a_D M N C I , J3  a CMPLX C0t0_,_g_«O3
"ËVÂLÜÂTE M A m x  DMN F 0 R ~ ' ^ T T ~WITH  IHCR L(3 ,N3  3 .LT.ZERO
:iF_iA lM A .G JR bpfS ( 1 3 3__. Gf^a,.Pl__G0_Tg_ 21 0
. D P _ 2 5 „ J J a l , , a
JLL5_
325
- 1 5 1  -
 ________________
DET ( l , n  = DET( 1 1 1 ) t  X(  1_, IpRDER 3 *  ( ROOTS ( 1 3 * * (  I  ORDER"! 3 3
ËgÆ'CgqgT^ S-Ë33:A££Ï0 ff0 £g- '
DET ( 1 , 3 3  = D E T ( l i 33 f  X ( 3 , 10RDEP3* (ROOTS(13 * * ( lOROER"!3 3 
DET(2_,23_s_D ET f2 f  2 3 + X ( 5 , I 0 R  D E RJ ★ ( R 0 0 T S ( I 3 * * ( 10 R 0 E R "  13 3
DE T ( 2 , 4 3  5 0 E T ( 2 , 4 3  + X ( 7 ,  lORDER3 (ROOTS ( 1 3 * *  ( lOROER" 13 3
DETC3/33 = D E T ( 3 i 33  t  X ( 8 # I O R D E R 3 * ( R O O T S ( n * * ( I O R O E R - l 33
0 E T ( 3 / 4 3  3 D E T ( 3 , 4 3  *  X ( 9 # lORDEP3 * (ROOTS( 1 3 * * ( I 0RDER«133
335
_RL(3,J3__=_R0 OTS d  3
.J3ET(3,!_3_?_PET(1,3_3_
DET(3»23 _s_Oe T ( 2#33 
ID E T t  072-3^ a^DET $27  
p E t U , 3 3  a D E T ( 3 , 4 3
SET TEMPORARY MATRICES
& P _ 2 2 0 _ IIa L # J
345 D E T 2 ( ' I I , J J 3 ‘  a AIMAG (DET ( 1 1 , JJ3 3
CALL F a 2 A K F ( D E T l # 4 , D E T 2 , 4 , 4 , W R , W l , E I G R , 4 , E I G I M , f l , W K S P , I F A l L 3
DO 225 I l a i , 4
225 c o n t i n u e
GO TO 9999
227 E I G V E C ( X , J 3 a C M P L X ( E I G R ( K , I I 3 , E I G I M ÇK, I I  ) 3
210 CONTINUE
CALCULATE MATRIX DMN
QO_230_Ja_U3
DO 230 K a l , 3
375
IJKL a 54 + ( 9 » ( J " 1 3 3  + ( 3 * ( K " 1 3 3  t  L___________________
4
2 30 ~ DMN(J i N'3 a DH N( J ,N )  » EPRIME (K , 3 ,  J 3 «RL (K , N ) * E I  G VEC ( 4 ,  N )
IF  (METAL_j N_Ej ,0 3 go to 291 
FOR A FREE SURFACE
_DO__l30_ksi.L3j2
_M5 2 9 0  DMN(4,N)  a DMN(4,N3 # ( EP ( 3 , K ~3 *RL (K,N3 *£IGVEC (q#N3 3 erÿ )L(^ ^^ g7EPS07#Ë%^ EC $4 ,
GO.TO 292 ..........................  ................................... ....
.FOR A METALLIZED_.SUP_FACE:__________________________________
.29,1_C0NTINUE.
_ 29 3 .  PAN (.4 -lN1_=._ E I G V E C C 4 , N L_____
395 L_ 2 _R2 _C.0 NT.INUE
X^^E-2
EËVALUATX_t.HOE_IE..R.MIf4ANT L Q . L _ 0 .A F J I .ÇU LA JTSAW VEL OCI TY
C ALL__PETER4ADMN,_yALUEi)
- 1 5 2  -
,ÜQ5_ _vSI I J ) __=_vS ( IQ 1_A.DELV_= ta m D B i^ E s a g @ :g @ 8
rpTNt^THT-HÜ^ S a i ErrPM g^ T M l&ÂHgEmXHi-EAVeyEESCn^ygEttaE
Ai5_
VSTORE a VS( l )  _
ïa?aK a:?7^C 5|
I F CABSOL ( I K ) .GE , STORE] GO TO 400
pPGRESs^ Aggg&IP 
VSTORE a V S ( I K )
I S TORE a g
_4_a5_ IF ( INCRE.EQ. lan INCRE a 7
T O a  0
VTEHP(ITEMP) a VSTORE
36 CONTINUE
435 IF ( IANGLE.NE.2.0R.ITEHP.NE.2) GO TO 33
6000 FORMAT(lH0f40X,"THE SURFACE WAVE VELOCITY IS % F l g . a , "  H/S»/1H ,
33 CONTINUE
V3(13 a VSTORE
445
TF (ITEHP.NE.23 GO TQ 13
CALCULATE eigenvectors  C(N)
DO 450 I 3 l , 4
____________
DMN2 ( I , J )  a REAL(DMN(I ,J)3
-CALL_F32AKF(DMN2i4,0MN3,4,4#CP,CI,CREAL,4fCIMAG,4,WKSP,IFAIL3
T hECK THÂt~Mr~OF~THE~TrGEWAXÜ'ES~ï?^E'RQ~
DO 4 6 0 _ I s l , a
460 CONTINUE
465 J R I T E J  6,^050 3 
._Lo1toI?999
470 CONTINUE
GO: : 4 a r
4 a 0 CVECT(N3_ a CHPLX (CREAL (N, I  3 , C I MAG ( N , I 3 3
LLo;;â8 f w , T
475
^CAEOUtjLTEAARTlCtE-OXSP-EACEHENtfeüCJ:)
4 8 0 -
 UVECT ( J 3_a_CMPLX.( 0 , 0 , 0 . 0  L
DO 600-_N»1-^4j;
600 UVECT(J3 a UVECT(J3 t  CVECT (N3 *EIGVEC ( J,N3
- 1 5 3  -
485
ÀLc UL A TE_THÊ_ P M É  R FLpW DIRECTION S
7ÎN~f~s~~CMPU(! '(a . 0717 0  3 * R Ks pW sT iT  
rpoë fri
-495
_w ppw$l  3 a._C H PL X I 0 , 0 , 0 .0 3
M^NFaazzCMPEX Œ?& 07%0
FINTl a ÇMPLX(0,0 , 0 . 0 )
OO__62.0AL=Jj4
D £fefr
F I NTl  % RL ( 3 , N )  .  COMJG ( R L 1 3 , M ) ±
ZST a CMP LX (0 .0 # 0 .O3
YST a CMPL X(0 .a #B .03
X3T a C M P L X ( a . 0 i 0 . 0 3
_505_ DO 645 L a i , 3 , 2
645 XST a XST + CPRIME ( I J K L 3 * E l G V E C ( K , N 3 * R L ( L , N 3
YSTl a Y3Tt  + EPRIHECK, I , J 3*E IG VE C( 4 , N) *RLÇK, N) » XST
 ZST a Z S T ' + C d N J G ( E I6 V É C (J ,M ) )w Y S T l  ■
630 ZSTl ,  a ZSTl  ,  _ I ^ ( l , J ) * C d N J G ( E I G V E G ( 4 , M ) ) * C 0 N J G ( R L ( J , M ) 3  + YST)
A15.
gst4— —Z S V EÇA$N:T3G 0NT3^Gr$Gr7EOT=$Mjz)=7EH
620 CONTINUE
WPOW(I) a FINT*EMN
PHI2CIANGLE3 a ATANCRWPOW( 3 3 /RWPpW( 1 ) 3 /P
6070  FORMAT( 1 H 0 / 3 0 X ," T H E  SURFACE WAVE POWER FLOW ANGLE 19 " , F 9 .3 ,  
5" DEg"^)
_535_ RESET FOR A METALLIZED SURFACE
345_
L_55.5_
I F (METAL.NE. 1 3 GO TO 405
GO TO 406
405 VFREE a VS(13
DEl V a ( 2 . 0 *DEl V 1 3 / F l OAT( INCRE"13
JlE2 Al._A._L
_C _
DV0YV_3- iyFREE VMETAL3/VFREE
a_pVBYVALL.0__T. D^my 3 _____
I F  ( IA N GLExJLE,2j.0RxnEM P^NEj.21^^^  
VRÎTL jfrv607S3.2 V8YV7_REKS0______
3E 1 1 . 43
^ - 1 5 4 -
_COHPLETE TEMPERATURE AND ANGLE LOOPS 
-LS METAL_=_0_
.5.65. DELV = (2 . g * D ELV n /F LO A T( IN C R E" n
5 7  I F  ( I T E M P . E0 . 3 3  T2 = T1
3MIMS
575
C
WRITE ( 6 , 80153 TCO
i g :$^F 0H ttA 2d Hg.73 0 X7a-TK^TgH gEgX^Q R ^G gEPgC X£a2?0F=D ££A Y=rî
1 F 9 . 3 , ” PPM/OEG C")
.CALCULATE SLOPE OF THE POWER FLOW ANGLE
_D.py 1 1  = i 0 jL0 _f_j[PHi i j  3 )_îl_ph l i m iËafë2 2 =aELg^gB H  I2$3:7.75PHI:ZII23
WRITE ( 6 8 0  2 0 3_0 PH U  , D PH 12_
=502^FO R *X T^dH g7503(7f3E O B ^O m ^m E E8UREXC^*XV^1»aWE3^EEO*5AMGL 5 ^ g
9 «1 3 _ 2 , F I a , 3 /  IH , 3 0 X,"SLOPE 0 F THE BU LK WAVE POWER FLOW ANGLE I S " ,
GO TO 9998
JFAILSAFE c a t c h i n g  ROUTINE
9999 CONTINUE
9997 FORMAT(1H0 ,30X,"THE PROGRAM HAS ABORTEDVIH , 3 0 X ,
----------------------------------------------- — ^3Æ -Af^l5Em AAUUE^5z:W 3tt=ZER0t3 - -  - - : - ................ .............
c .
— =<799a^G0H-T--XNUE .............................................................................. ...................
595 VS(13 a VSTART
-  -  - - - -  . -------------------
WRITE ( 6 . 1 3 0 3
C '■
600=  — - - = 5 8 ^ 0 N 2 X M U E ^ .  ^  ■ - -  - - .  . = —
C lOATA a IDATA + I
C
605 5ND_.
DIME N_S 10 N 0 2 5 ( 7 3  1 X 1 C7 3 , X2 ( 7 3 , X3 ( 73 , Y ( 6 ,  6 3 , X (73
îEA g
FACT 8 1 . 0  + ( T * X i ( I 3 3  » ( T * T * X 2 ( I 3 3  + ( T * T * T * X 3 ( 1 33
cEtïËgezgM ZAe  
1 c o n t i n u e
DO 2 I  = U 8
2 Y(2 ,.J_)_=_0 j. 0
..t(l#.l3_a_X(l3
Yf 1 , 33  a XC33
Y (2 .,.i3 _ a _ X i2  3
I25Ë
Jd2 jLl]_a_X_dl 
Jtl 2lfc#:7=8=j7^  A3 
JYI3.,.13_s_XX3J. 
ÊYtîfc2 & ^ X C m
.30.
. Y ( 3 , 3 )  = X(53
Y ( 4 , 1 3  a X ( 4 )  
 Y ( 4 ,  2 )  .5. ^ X(4)_
J Y J 5 # 5 ) _ = _ X ( 6 L^X(43!
Jd6,_5 3_ a_ X i4  3_
- 1 5 5  -
5 U BR0 UmE _ E G E N.  CE 25 ^ X i ^ X 2  . X 3 i T , Y )
D l M . E J j 5 Cg-frX-FCg L7X2: C 2 r,X5r5n2-C-37frn X fZ  
BEAL T
SUBRh U T I mE Tp ÇALCULATE THE REAL VALUES OF E ( K , P )  FOR CLASS 32
M_3_L=Ll2
3 X ( I )  a E 2 5 ( I 3 * F A C T
4 Y ( I f J )  3 0 . 0
YJjj--4L_3-X,C2
Y ( 2 , 6 )  3 *  X ( n
END
DIMENSION
FOR CLASS 3
D 0 _ 5 1 = 1 , 2
5 X ( I )  = E P 2 5 ( I 3 * F AC T
P I HEMS
s u b r o u t i n e  TO CALCULATE THE REAL VALUES OF A L P H A ( I , J )  
iM_C_LAS3_i2_
D0-2_I_aU2
DO-8 . J = U 3
—— -X f i  f L ) ( 1 )  EH3
X( 2#2J 3 Y C n  .
X ( 3 , 3 )  = Y ( 2 ) ^ ^
RETURN  
END =  - '
- 1 5 6  -
s u b r o u t i n e  DE T E R4 ( A, V ) _  _________
C OM P E E L ^ A -I4 ,:4 iL # X 2
:A^SU B R 0 U f iN  Erqro^EVAEgLT^~AEEfl:*ffZgEy '^ R lJU S l
ËXrCtnaj
X(2)_=_
X (A) =
A T I TLL# A l2 r2 ^ ^ :^ Il7 Ë 7 iA A Ë t2 f LL  
A ( 3j :3 ) * A ( 4 , 4 ) " A C 3 , 4 ) * A  ( 4 ,_3 )_ 
AÎ 5=3
g 3 , 2 ) f A j  4 , 4  ) -  A ( 3 , 4)  * A ( 4 , 2 )_
x j 63 = A ( 3,_23* A ( 4 , 3 3. "  A ( 4 , 23_f&(3jrJ3_
 X j S 3 a * C 3 , 1 3 * A ( 4 , 4 3 " A ( 3 , 4 3 * A ( 4 ,  1 3
r AtTLTA? *A $272 ^ E fc W 7g7*ÂC27A 
( 3 , 1 3 * A ( 4 , 33 -  A ( 3 , 3 3 * A C a , l 3XQ0 3
X( 123  = A ( 3 , 1 3 * A ( 4 , 2 3 A ( 4 , 1 3 * A ( 3 , 2 3
X2£ l 3  3 X ( l ) * X ( 2 )  + X ( 3 3 * X ( 4 3
_ _ -
X2C33 3 X ( 9 3 * X ( 1 0 )  + X ( 1 1 3 * X ( 1 2 3
= '  —..............
C
-  ----------- -------- -  :
25 ..... RETURN
----------- FMn~ ■ - -■  - —  - ■ —
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APPENDIX 2 
STANDARD CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ORIENTATIONS
Key
N Plate Normal 
P Prcpogation Direction 
XYZ Axes of Crystal 
ABG Rotation Angles
X CUT 
(90 ,90 .6 )
X AXIS BOULE
(O.B.O
X AXIS CYLINDER 
(0 ,8 .9 0 )
Y CUT 
(0 ,9 0 ,6 )
YP
Y AXIS BOULE 
(9 0 ,B ,0 )
Y AXIS CYLINDER 
(9C ,B .90)
0, 0 , 6 )
ZP
Z AXIS BOULE 
(A ,9 0 ,90 )
Z AXIS CYLINDER  
(A.90,0)
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Appendix 3 .1 B erlin ite SAW properties (0, 3 ,0) X axis boule
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 4) 3(f,/88 TOO
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C)
0 0 0 2831.4 1.47 0 1.293 18.71
0 5 0 2840.6 0.52 0 1.551 16.26
0 10 0 -
0 15 0 -
0 20 0 -
0 25 0 -
0 30 0 -
0 35 0 -
0 40 0 -
0 45 0 2851.9 11.62 0 3.066 3.96
0 50 0 2842.4 18.74 0 2.697 1.70
0 55 0 2828.7 23.94 0 2.257 0.25
0 60 0 2812.7 26.97 0 1.858 -0.36
0 65 0 2796.2 28.31 0 1.529 -0.41
0 70 0 2780.6 28.51 0 1.269 -0.06
0 75 0 2766.8 28.00 0 1.068 0.58
0 80 0 2755.1 27.09 0 0.912 1.50
0 85 0 2745.8 25.99 0 0.789 2.68
0 90 0 2738.9 24.81 0 0.691 4.09
0 95 0 2734.1 23.63 0 0.612 5.74
0 100 0 2731.1 22.46 0 0.548 7.57
0 105 0 2729.8 21.34 0 0.497 9.57
0 110 0 2729.8 20.24 0 0.459 11.66
0 115 0 2731.0 19.18 0 0.431 13.79
0 120 0 2733.3 18.15 0 0.414 15.90
0 125 0 2736.6 17.14 0 0.406 17.92
0 130 0 2741.0 16.12 0 0.409 19.81
0 135 0 2746.5 15.05 0 0.421 21.43
0 140 0 2753.0 13.89 0 0.443 22.75
0 145 0 2760.6 12.61 0 0.477 23.71
0 150 0 2769.2 11.18 0 0.525 24.30
0 155 0 2778.7 9.60 0 0.588 24.45
0 160 0 2788.8 7.91 0 0.671 24.22
0 165 0 2799.4 6.15 0 0.777 23.52
0 170 0 2810.3 4.41 0 0.912 22.39
0 175 0 2821.1 2.81 0 1.081 20.78
v(bulk)
(m/s)
2856.9
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Appendix 3.2 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 , 0 , y ) Z cu t  p l a t e .
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 4> 9<|)/30 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 0 0 2831.4 1.47 0 1.293 18.71 2856.9
0 0 5 2845.2 2.17 6.29 1.191 18.81 2881.0
0 0 10 2885.2 4.16 11.63 0.925 18.94 2950.5
0 0 15 2947.1 7.12 15.41 0.575 18.43 3057.5
0 0 20 3024.4 10.49 17.29 0.161 15.81 3189.0
0 0 25 3107.0 13.31 16.22 -0.892 5.04 3321.3
0 0 30 - 3390.2
0 0 35 3107.0 13.31 -16.22 -1.663 5.07 3321.3
0 0 40 3024.4 10.49 -17.29 0.161 15.84 3189.0
0 0 45 2947.1 7.12 -15.41 0.575 18.46 3057.5
0 0 50 2885.2 4.16 -11.63 0.925 18.99 2950.5
0 0 55 2845.2 2.17 -6.29 1.191 18.87 2881.0
0 0 60 2831.4 1.47 0 1.293 18.77 2856.9
0 0 65 2845.2 2.17 6.29 1.191 18.86 2881.0
0 0 70 2885.2 4.16 11.63 0.926 18.98 2950.5
0 0 75 2947.1 7.12 15.41 0.575 18.45 3057.5
0 0 80 3024.4 10.49 17.29 0.161 15.81 3189.0
0 0 85 3107.0 13.31 16.22 -0.892 5.02 3221.3
0 0 90 - 3390.2
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Appendix 3.3 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 , 1 0 , y ) .
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 3(f)/98 TCD v(bulk
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 10 0 - 2856.9
0 10 5 - 2886.2
0 10 10 - 2970.5
0 10 15 3012.7 5.98 20.61 2.518 12.93 3099.9
0 10 20 3118.1 9.10 21.71 -0.248 9.35 3258.0
0 10 25 3212.8 11.04 11.67 -6.129 -3.60 3419.6
0 10 30 3191.9 16.98 -13.10 -1.137 19.09 3519.7
0 10 35 3119.6 15.83 -15.60 -0.187 24.34 3477.4
0 10 40 3043.5 13.22 -15.77 0.104 25.13 3353.7
0 10 45 2971.7 9.99 -14.59 0.372 24.65 3215.0
0 10 50 2910.4 6.82 -12.05 0.641 23.62 3086.2
0 10 55 2864.9 4.32 -8.23 0.877 22.45 2981.6
0 10 60 2839.2 2.91 -3.43 1.023 21.43 2909.0
0 10 65 2835.6 2.76 1.77 1.029 20.55 2876.5
0 10 70 2854.0 3.83 6.60 0.880 19.48 2885.6
0 10 75 2891.9 5.93 10.32 0.583 17.31 2933.5
0 10 80 2943.3 8.75 12.05 0.037 11.81 3011.9
0 10 85 2994.4 10.45 8.91 -18.835 -2.21 3101.2
0 10 90 - 3149.8
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Appendix 3.4  B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,20 ,y )
a 0 Y v(SAW) Av/v 4) 3(|)/30 TCD v(bulk'
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 20 0 - 2856.9
0 20 5 - 2890.3
0 20 10 - 2986.3
0 20 15 - 3133.1
0 20 20 3207.9 10.15 19.20 -1.466 6.05 3313.2
0 20 25 3230.2 16.91 -6.21 -1.996 24.89 3500.0
0 20 30 3185.0 18.24 -10.96 -0.456 30.47 3640.3
0 20 35 3127.4 17.42 -12.43 -0.173 31.76 3652.0
0 20 40 - 3560.1
0 20 45 3007.1 12.72 -12.28 0.195 30.44 3432.8
0 20 50 2953.6 9.68 -10.77 0.400 28.85 3299.5
0 20 55 2910.3 6.87 -8.30 0.584 27.01 3174.4
0 20 60 2880.5 4.78 -5.02 0.717 25.19 3067.6
0 20 65 2866.6 3.70 -1.28 0.759 23.34 2986.9
0 20 70 2869.1 3.76 2.35 0.666 21.12 2937.0
0 20 75 2885.9 4.95 5.05 0.373 17.57 2919.5
0 20 80 2910.3 7.14 5.39 -0.339 10.83 2930.1
0 20 85 2926.6 7.17 1.24 1.902 1.97 2956.2
0 20 90 - 2971.4
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Appendix 3.5 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 ,3 0 , y) ■
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 4> 9(f)/38 TCD v(bulk]
(deg) (m/s) (10“') (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 30 0 - 2856.9
0 30 5 - 2892.8
0 30 10 2990.1 2.32 25.87 3.779 6.36 2995.9
0 30 15 3134.3 11.84 28.57 -1.496 1.06 3153.8
0 30 20 3220.6 22.66 2.95 -3.772 11.11 3348.1
0 30 25 3208.7 20.85 -5.49 -0.706 26.58 3554.2
0 30 30 3175.6 19.41 -7.72 -0.282 32.82 3732.5
0 30 35 3135.5 18.10 -8.70 -0.123 35.75 3816.3
0 30 40 3093.0 16.51 -9.02 -0.008 36.88 3783.9
0 30 45 3050.7 14.46 -8.78 0.104 36.71 3689.5
0 30 . 50 3011.5 11.97 -7.98 0.218 35.53 3568.9
0 30 55 2977.9 9.27 -6.61 0.326 33.61 3438.3
0 30 60 2951.9 6.74 -4.76 0.406 31.09 3308.5
0 30 65 - 3188.1
0 30 70 2927.8 3.64 -0.78 -0.091 24.17 3083.8
0 30 75 2926.5 3.85 -0.16 -0.116 18.78 3000.4
0 30 80 2921.8 5.51 -2.49 -0.759 12.71 2940.6
0 30 85 2904.2 4.25 -4.52 3.016 12.89 2905.1
0 30 90 - 2893.4
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Appendix 3.6 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 , 4 0 , y)
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 4) 9(|)/98 TCD v(bulk'
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 40 0 - 2856.9
0 40 5 2892.0 6.40 15.62 5.105 6.03 2893.4
0 40 10 2992.3 14.37 25.59 1.063 3.28 2998.4
0 40 15 3117.5 30.90 20.55 -3.615 -3.92 3159.4
0 40 20 3173.1 28.84 3.92 -2.014 10.92 3359.1
0 40 25 3175.2 22.82 -1.93 -0.634 25.01 3575.6
0 40 30 3160.2 19.30 -3.95 -0.243 33.25 3780.4
0 40 35 3139.1 17.07 -4.71 -0.079 38.42 3929.9
0 40 40 3116.1 15.40 -4.85 0.016 41.72 3962.9
0 40 45 3093.6 13.87 -4.60 0.083 43.59 3850.0
0 40 50 3073.1 12.21 -4.05 0.134 44.17 3721.9
0 40 55 3055.9 10.26 -3.29 0.165 43.50 3583.6
0 40 60 3042.6 7.97 -2.45 0.161 41.42 3442.6
0 40 65 3032.8 5.39 -1.84 0.062 37.51 3306.9
0 40 70 3024.0 2.81 -2.28 -0.314 30.91 3183.9
0 40 75 3007.0 1.86 -5.84 -0.527 22.33 3080.1
0 40 80 2968.5 3.73 -10.14 -0.177 22.27 3001.3
0 40 85 - 2952.6
0 40 90 - 2935.3
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Appendix 3.7 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,50 ,y)
a 6 Y v(SAW) Av/v <l> 3(j)/39 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10“') (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 50 0 2842.4 18.74 0 2.697 1.70 2856.9
0 50 5 2870.9 20.95 12.51 2.120 1.30 2892.1
0 50 10 2947.2 27.28 19.57 0.549 -0.18 2993.3
0 50 15 3038.0 32.60 17.02 -1.470 0.44 3149.4
0 50 20 3098.9 29.08 8.52 -1.553 10.14 3344.6
0 50 25 3124.2 22.57 2.78 -0.777 22.51 3560.6
0 50 30 3130.2 17.63 0.14 -0.322 32.36 3776.4
0 50 35 3128.0 14.31 -0.91 -0.111 39.70 3893.9
0 50 40 3122.9 12.05 -1.14 0.007 45.20 3779.5
0 50 45 3117.9 10.44 -0.92 0.075 49.30 3664.2
0 50 50 3114.6 9.15 -0.45 0.108 52.19 3552.0
0 50 55 3113.8 7.91 0.12 0.111 53.98 3446.5
0 50 60 3115.5 6.44 0.58 0.063 54.63 3351.2
0 50 65 3118.5 4.42 0.52 -0.136 53.73 3268.7
0 50 70 3117.1 1.58 -1.78 -0.967 49.70 3201.2
0 50 75 3092.3 0.85 -9.14 -1.386 42.14 3149.8
0 50 80 3040.3 2.54 -11.30 0.459 41.33 3114.3
0 50 85 - 3093.8
0 50 90 - 3087.1
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Appendix 3.8 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 , 6 0 , y ) .
a e Y v(SAW) Av/v <1> 9(i)/80 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 60 0 2812.7 26.97 0 1.858 -0.36 2856.9
0 60 5 .2832.1 27.78 8.71 1.516 -0.20 2888.9
0 60 10 2884.5 29.50 14.26 0.638 0.47 2981.3
0 60 15 2952.6 29.87 14.81 -0.392 2.99 3124.7
0 60 20 3013.9 26.58 11.22 -0.912 9.57 3305.5
0 60 25 3055.7 20.89 6.85 -0.764 19.60 3508.4
0 60 30 3086.1 15.49 3.83 -0.447 29.97 3713.7
0 60 35 3093.9 11.41 2.24 -0.206 39.00 3729.3
0 60 40 3102.7 8.57 1.62 -0.055 46.31 3616.9
0 60 45 3110.1 6.66 1.59 0.034 51.98 3512.5
0 60 50 3118.3 5.40 1.88 0.076 56.24 3422.5
0 60 55 3128.2 4.51 2.28 0.077 59.23 3350.7
0 60 60 3139.9 3.78 2.57 0.029 61.05 3299.6
0 60 65 3152.1 3.05 2.43 -0.103 61.78 3270.0
0 60 70 3161.6 2.35 1.26 -0.406 61.40 3261.0
0 60 75 3161.0 2.12 -1.89 -0.826 59.99 3269.1
0 60 80 3142.4 2.28 -5.46 -0.373 58.65 3287.6
0 60 85 - 3306.6
0 60 90 - 3314.7
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Appendix 3.9 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,70 ,y )
a 3 Y v(SAW) AV/V <P d(j)/dd TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 70 0 2780.6 28.51 0 1.269 -0.06 2856.9
0 70 5 2793.8 28.52 6.06 1.100 0.34 2884.3
0 70 10 2830.5 28.27 10.53 0.650 1.62 2963.7
0 70 15 2882.0 27.05 12.34 0.068 4.19 3087.7
0 70 20 2936.2 24.06 11.37 -0.419 8.99 3245.2
0 70 25 2982.3 19.45 8.70 -0.586 16.68 3422.6
0 70 30 3015.8 14.46 6.01 -0.461 26.37 3589.9
0 70 35 3039.1 10.21 4.25 -0.243 36.24 3576.5
0 70 40 3056.8 7.07 3.53 -0.052 45.11 3478.4
0 70 45 3073.3 4.95 3.63 0.083 52.42 3394.1
0 70 50 3091.7 3.61 4.27 0.162 58.14 3333.8
0 70 55 3114.0 2.82 5.17 0.191 62.37 3301.0
0 70 60 3141.0 2.39 6.10 0.175 65.36 3296.6
0 70 65 3172.3 2.12 6.85 0.116 67.27 3319.1
0 70 70 3206.8 1.92 7.19 0.011 68.34 3364.8
0 70 75 3241.8 1.77 6.82 -0.182 68.99 3426.9
0 70 80 3272.0 1.75 4.96 -0.622 69.98 3494.9
0 70 85 - 3552.4
0 70 90 - 3576.1
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Appendix 3.10 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,8 0 ,y ) .
a 3 Y v(SAW) AV/v 4» 9(|)/30 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10-') (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 80 0 2755.1 27.09 0 0.912 1.50 2856.9
0 80 5 2764.6 26.87 4.41 0.824 1.93 2878.8
0 80 10 2791.3 26.13 7.98 0.580 3.20 2942.6
0 80 15 2830.9 24.72 10.02 0.224 5.41 3042.6
0 80 20 2875.9 22.40 10.16 -0.163 8.92 3170.2
0 80 25 2918.2 19.06 8.59 -0.431 14.36 3312.7
0 80 30 2951.7 15.04 6.32 -0.426 22.26 3435.9
0 80 35 2976.3 11.10 4.71 -0.198 31.92 3431.1
0 80 40 2996.5 7.80 4.40 0.067 41.96 3356.9
0 80 45 3018.3 5.28 5.25 0.257 51.18 3298.1
0 80 50 3046.1 3.51 6.80 0.347 58.97 3270.3
0 80 55 3082.2 2.36 8.58 0.349 65.02 3276.7
0 80 60 3127.1 1.68 10.18 0.283 69.46 3316.3
0 80 65 3179.6 1.32 11.34 0.175 72.30 3385.3
0 80 70 3237.4 1.11 11.88 0.040 73.67 3477.3
0 80 75 3297.2 0.90 11.69 -0.123 73.79 3584.2
0 80 80 3354.7 0.62 10.53 -0.367 72.73 3694.9
0 80 85 3402.7 0.25 7.47 -0.961 70.48 3790.7
0 80 90 - 3833.7
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Appendix 3.11 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,90 ,y)  Y cu t  p l a t e .
a 6 Y v(SAW) AV/V d<t>/dd TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10") (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 90 0 2738.9 24.81 0 0.691 4.09 2856.9
0 90 5 2746.0 24.60 3.37 0.639 4.46 2873.1
0 90 10 2766.5 23.97 6.23 0.488 5.53 2920.4
0 90 15 2797.4 22.95 8.10 0.249 7.25 2994.8
0 90 20 2834.1 21.49 8.60 -0.056 9.62 3089.6
0 90 25 2870.0 19.47 7.56 -0.347 13.12 3193.4
0 90 30 2898.9 16.73 5.49 -0.426 18.69 3278.2
0 90 35 2919.3 13.39 3.89 -0.168 27.01 3285.3
0 90 40 2936.2 9.97 4.02 0.216 37.39 3239.9
0 90 45 2957.9 6.93 5.81 0.466 48.15 3207.9
0 90 50 2990.0 4.48 8.34 0.515 57.84 3210.1
0 90 55 3034.3 2.69 10.70 0.408 65.65 3249.8
0 90 60 3089.0 1.53 12.28 0.213 71.24 3324.1
0 90 65 3150.0 0.87 12.77 -0.018 74.71 3427.0
0 90 70 3211.7 0.53 12.10 -0.250 76.33 3549.9
0 90 75 3268.1 0.33 10.30 -0.464 76.60 3683.8
0 90 80 3313.5 0.17 7.51 -0.643 76.10 3819.4
0 90 85 3342.9 0.05 3.97 -0.764 75.47 3947.4
0 90 90 - 4059.3
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Appendix 3.12 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,1 0 0 , y) .
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 4) Scf>/30 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10") (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 100 0 2731.1 22.46 0 0.548 7.57 2856.9
0 100 5 2736.8 22.35 2.68 0.513 7.85 2867.2
0 100 10 2753.1 22.02 5.01 0.408 8.63 2899.9
0 100 15 2778.0 21.54 6.64 0.231 9.73 2930.1
0 100 20 2808.1 20.96 7.20 -0.018 11.10 3013.6
0 100 25 2837.9 20.17 6.39 -0.306 12.85 3081.1
0 100 30 2861.6 18.76 4.36 -0.456 16.06 3132.8
0 100 35 2876.2 16.23 2.54 -0.196 22.32 3140.8
0 100 40 2887.1 12.77 2.84 0.317 32.09 3118.1
0 100 45 2904.6 9.19 5.35 0.628 43.58 3108.1
0 100 50 2935.8 6.08 8.54 0.598 54.47 3131.6
0 100 55 2980.6 3.68 10.97 0.352 63.27 3191.5
0 100 60 3034.5 2.05 11.97 0.050 69.46 3282.6
0 100 65 3090.7 1.06 11.55 -0.205 73.24 3394.7
0 100 70 3142.9 0.52 10.06 -0.378 75.23 3515.1
0 100 75 3186.7 0.25 7.90 -0.475 76.07 3629.5
0 100 80 3219.4 0.10 5.39 -0.522 76.32 3723.7
0 100 85 3239.4 0.02 2.72 -0.541 76.35 3785.4
0 100 90 - 3806.9
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Appendix 3.13 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,110 ,y ) .
a 3 Y v(SAW) AV/v <P 3( /^98 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10") (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 110 0 2729.8 20.24 0 0.459 11.66 2856.9
0 110 5 2734.5 20.22 2.25 0.432 11.81 2863.8
0 110 10 2748.2 20.20 4.23 0.350 12.20 2883.6
0 110 15 2769.3 20.23 5.65 0.208 12.70 2914.5
0 110 20 2794.8 20.38 6.19 -0.005 13.08 2952.6
0 110 25 2820.4 20.61 5.48 -0.285 13.34 2990.8
0 110 30 2840.0 20.44 3.44 -0.494 14.35 3016.1
0 110 35 2849.9 18.87 1.30 -0.263 18.26 3015.9
0 110 40 2854.9 15.53 1.54 0.373 26.73 3001.4
0 110 45 2867.5 11.53 4.56 0.751 38.11 3001.9
0 110 50 2895.9 7.92 8.19 0.630 49.48 3033.5
0 110 55 2938.4 5.07 10.45 0.257 58.71 3096.6
0 110 60 2987.6 3.05 10.82 -0.089 65.18 3182.0
0 110 65 3035.8 1.74 9.80 -0.296 69.17 3275.9
0 110 70 3077.9 0.95 8.06 -0.383 71.43 3364.2
0 110 75 3111.4 0.47 6.07 -0.407 72.68 3437.0
0 110 80 3135.5 0.20 4.03 -0.407 73.34 3489.6
0 110 85 3150.0 0.05 2.01 -0.402 73.66 3521.0
0 110 90 - 3531.4
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Appendix 3.14 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,120 ,y ) .
a 0 Y v(SAW) AV/V 4) 9(j)/9e TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10") (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 120 0 2733.3 18.15 0 0.414 15.90 2856.9
0 120 5 2737.5 18.21 2.03 0.391 15.93 2861.2
0 120 10 2749.5 18.44 3.83 0.320 15.99 2873.6
0 120 15 2769.0 18.81 5.14 0.146 15.88 2892.5
0 120 20 2792.3 19.49 5.67 0.004 15.36 2914.9
0 120 25 2815.8 20.45 5.04 -0.270 14.33 2935.0
0 120 30 2833.6 21.27 2.98 -0.528 13.36 2943.8
0 120 35 2840.8 20.66 0.51 -0.344 14.89 2934.7
0 120 40 2841.7 17.67 0.58 0.411 21.53 2919.3
0 120 45 2851.0 13.49 4.09 0.881 32.11 2921.0
0 120 50 2878.3 9.65 8.19 0.662 43.36 2952.7
0 120 55 2920.3 6.57 10.22 0.146 52.88 3011.8
0 120 60 2966.6 4.27 9.91 -0.228 59.67 3086.1
0 120 65 3008.8 2.66 8.35 -0.362 63.93 3161.0
0 120 70 3043.2 1.58 6.49 -0.370 66.47 3225.7
0 120 75 3069.3 0.85 4.71 -0.343 67.97 3275.8
0 120 80 3087.5 0.37 3.06 -0.319 68.86 3310.8
0 120 85 3098.2 0.09 1.50 -0.304 69.34 3331.3
0 120 90 - 3338.0
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Appendix 3 . 1 5  B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 , 1 3 0 , y ) .
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 4» 9(j)/30 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (io-‘ ) (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 130 0 2741.0 16.12 0 0.409 19.81 2856.9
0 130 5 2745.2 16.23 2.01 0.387 19.72 2860.6
0 130 10 2757.5 16.59 3.79 0.320 19.50 2871.1
0 130 15 2776.5 17.23 5.12 0.202 18.89 2887.1
0 130 20 2799.9 18.25 5.70 0.019 17.63 2905.6
0 130 25 2823.7 19.65 5.15 -0.254 15.49 2921.3
0 130 30 2842.1 21.12 3.09 -0.556 12.83 2926.0
0 130 35 2849.2 21.25 0.28 -0.435 12.01 2913.5
0 130 40 2848.4 18.62 0.10 0.436 16.38 2895.3
0 130 45 2856.6 14.50 4.20 1.065 25.19 2896.1
0 130 50 2886.5 10.84 9.11 0.754 35.63 2930.1
0 130 55 2932.9 7.94 10.95 -0.016 45.73 2994.3
0 130 60 2980.5 5.53 9.60 -0.435 53.54 3073.4
0 130 65 3019.4 3.66 I 7.30 -0.446 58.41 3148.8
0 130 70 3048.4 2.28 5.29 -0.357 61.25 3209.3
0 130 75 3069.2 1.28 3.68 -0.290 62.92 3253.2
0 130 80 3083.3 0.58 2.34 -0.251 63.91 3282.4
0 130 85 3091.4 0.15 1.14 -0.232 64.44 3299.2
0 130 90 - 3304.6
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Appendix 3 . 1 6  B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 , 1 4 0 , y )
a e Y v(SAW) Av/v * 34)/38 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10") (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
0 140 0 2753.0 13.89 0 0.443 22.75 2856.9
0 140 5 2757.6 14.05 2.18 0.420 22.62 2862.0
0 140 10 2771.0 14.55 4.12 0.350 22.18 2876.6
0 140 15 2791.9 15.41 5.60 0.231 21.25 2899.0
0 140 20 2819.8 16.69 6.32 0.046 19.47 2925.7
0 140 25 2844.7 18.42 5.89 -0.236 16.46 2950.7
0 140 30 2866.6 20.28 3.82 -0.591 12.25 2962.7
0 140 35 2876.2 20.72 0.53 -0.564 9.01 2949.6
0 140 40 2875.4 17.95 -0.15 0.384 10.56 2922.3
0 140 45 2882.8 13.60 4.33 1.293 16.01 2914.6
0 140 50 2917.3 10.26 11.08 1.195 23.21 2948.6
0 140 55 2977.1 8.67 13.84 -0.271 34.52 3027.1
0 140 60 3033.5 6.81 9.89 -0.935 47.26 3137.9
0 140 65 3070.5 4.68 6.25 -0.525 53.94 3253.8
0 140 70 3094.8 3.05 4.24 -0.312 57.00 3343.9
0 140 75 3111.5 1.78 2.92 -0.231 58.58 3400.8
0 140 80 3122.8 0.82 1.86 -0.198 59.46 3434.4
0 140 85 3129.4 0.21 _ 0.91 -0.184 59.92 3452.4
0 140 90 - 3458.2
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Appendix 3.17 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,150,y)
a B Y v(SAW) Av/v * 3*/38 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10") (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 150 0 2769.2 11.18 0 0.525 24.30 2856.9
0 150 5 2774.7 11.42 2.58 0.498 24.17 2865.2
0 150 10 2790.7 12.13 4.89 0.418 23.68 2889.1
0 150 15 2815.7 13.29 6.67 0.285 22.62 2926.2
0 150 20 2847.1 14.92 7.64 0.088 20.56 2971.8
0 150 25 2880.5 17.02 7.37 -0.219 16.78 3017.0
0 150 30 2909.2 19.17 5.17 -0.677 10.82 3042.7
0 150 35 2923.3 19.24 0.99 -0.857 4.44 3019.6
0 150 40 2920.4 14.96 -1.62 -0.099 2.73 2963.7
0 150 45 2914.7 8.11 -0.50 0.496 4.90 2927.0
0 150 50 2921.2 1.97 4.27 1.459 8.32 2937.3
0 150 55 2958.9 0.35 12.62 1.824 11.29 3002.4
0 150 60 - 3119.1
0 150 65 3120.2 4.98 12.67 -0.690 44.38 3277.7
0 150 70 3160.1 4.59 5.56 -0.638 55.82 3462.7
0 150 75 3181.2 2.87 3.45 -0.303 57.17 3643.2
0 150 80 3194.7 1.36 2.15 -0.223 57.43 3731.5
0 150 85 3202.4 0.35 1.04 -0.212 57.48 3756.0
0 150 90 - 3762.6
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Appendix 3 . 1 8  B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( 0 , 1 6 0 , y )
a B Y v(SAW) Av/V 4) 3*/a8 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10'") (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 160 0 2788.8 7.91 0 0.671 24.22 2856.9
0 160 5 2795.9 8.27 3.29 0.634 24.13 2869.8
0 160 10 2816.5 9.33 6.23 0.531 23.74 2907.2
0 160 15 2848.7 10.98 8.51 0.369 22.79 2965.2
0 160 20 2889.5 13.16 9.81 0.140 20.59 3036.9
0 160 25 2933.9 15.75 9.69 -0.224 15.98 3109.2
0 160 30 2973.0 18.02 6.95 -0.963 7.00 3147.9
0 160 35 2989.9 15.93 -0.24 -1.738 -4.35 3100.4
0 160 40 2969.7 9.10 -8.33 -1.325 -4.02 3006.7
0 160 45 2924.4 3.61 -9.92 -0.639 5.21 2931.9
0 160 50 - 2902.1
0 160 55 2891.2 0.05 4.16 22.054 5136.97 2926.7
0 160 60 - 3006.0
0 160 65 2998.1 2.66 17.64 2.674 20.36 3133.4
0 160 70 3088.7 6.34 19.28 -0.164 29.16 3297.5
0 160 75 3177.4 8.26 15.78 -1.171 43.32 3483.3
0 160 80 3239.8 5.32 9.26 -1.257 55.26 3671.2
0 160 85 3271.9 1.46 3.95 -0.883 59.87 3830.2
0 160 90 - 3900.5
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Appendix 3.19 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (0 ,170,? )
a B Y v(SAW) Av/v 4) 3*/38 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10^) (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 170 0 2810.3 4.42 0 0.912 22.39 2856.9
0 170 5 2820.0 4.95 4.46 0.855 22.37 2875.3
0 170 10 2848.2 6.48 8.39 0.700 22.24 2928.5
0 170 15 2892.1 8.81 11.35 0.475 21.51 3010.8
0 170 20 2947.8 11.66 13.03 0.185 19.25 3112.4
0 170 25 3008.5 14.74 12.88 -0.320 13.04 3214.5
0 170 30 3060.2 15.91 7.58 -2.285 -3.85 3255.0
0 170 35 3061.5 9.09 -7.05 -2.745 -14.62 3196.4
0 170 40 3003.0 7.78 -15.56 -0.377 2.85 3075.1
0 170 45 2932.1 4.67 -14.18 0.727 11.53 2966.5
0 170 50 2878.7 2.12 -9.16 1.236 14.53 2894.7
0 170 55 2853.2 0.64 -2.23 1.493 15.79 2871.4
0 170 60 2859.9 0.63 5.28 1.461 16.87 2900.7
0 170 65 2898.6 2.08 11.94 1.169 18.32 2980.7
0 170 . 70 2964.9 4.97 16.74 0.737 20.46 3103.4
0 170 75 3051.2 8.62 19.26 0.269 23.52 3256.8
0 170 80 3147.4 11.41 19.40 -0.222 28.48 3424.1
0 170 85 3239.4 10.09 16.57 -1.065 40.16 3577.7
0 170 90 - 3651.8
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Appendix 3.20 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( a , 90,0) Z axis  cy l in d e r .
a B Y v(SAW) Av/v 4> 30/90 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10'") (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 90 0 2738.9 24.81 0 0.691 4.09 2856.9
5 90 0 2743.6 25.05 1.85 0.676 3.86 2881.0
10 90 0 2757.3 25.78 3.62 0.633 3.15 2950.5
15 90 0 2778.3 27.08 5.25 0.564 1.84 3057.5
20 90 0 2802.7 28.70 6.61 0.478 0.05 3189.0
25 90 0 2823.7 30.43 7.54 0.399 -1.85 3321.3
30 90 0 2832.2 31.22 7.88 0.352 -2.80 3390.2
35 90 0 2823.7 30.43 7.54 0.399 -1.85 3321.3
40 90 0 2802.7 28.70 6.61 0.478 0.07 3189.0
45 90 0 2778.3 27.02 5.25 0.564 1.90 3057.5
50 90 0 2757.3 25.78 3.62 0.633 3.17 2950.5
55 90 0 2743.6 25.05 1.85 0.676 3.88 2881.0
60 90 0 2738.9 24.81 0 0.691 4.13 2856.9
65 90 0 2743.6 25.05 -1.85 0.676 3.88 2881.0
70 90 0 2757.3 25.78 -3.62 0.633 3.17 2950.5
75 90 0 2778.3 27.02 -5.25 0.564 1.88 3037.5
80 90 0 2802.7 28.70 -6.61 0.478 0.05 3189.0
85 90 0 2823.7 30.43 -7.54 0.399 -1.87 3321.3
90 90 0 2832.2 31.22 -7.88 0.352 -2.78 3390.2
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Appendix 3.21 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (90 ,g ,0 )  Y axis  boule.
a 8 Y v(SAW) Av/v 0 90/38 TCD
(deg) (m/s) (10“") (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°(
90 0 0 -
90 5 0 3144.8 14.83 8.00 -4.295 -10.81
90 10 0 3116.5 18.15 11.17 -1.498 6.12
90 15 0 3085.1 19.52 10.96 -0.806 12.51
90 20 0 3055.1 20.75 10.09 -0.557 14.99
90 25 0 3027.3 22.02 9.04 -0.434 15.84
90 30 0 3001.8 23.34 7.90 -0.360 15.79
90 35 0 2978.3 24.68 6.68 -0.311 15.12
90 40 0 2956.7 25.98 5.37 -0.275 14.01
90 45 0 2936.7 27.20 3.93 -0.247 12.48
90 50 0 2918.1 28.31 2.36 -0.221 10.60
90 55 0 2900.8 29.26 0.67 -0.188 8.43
90 60 0 2884.9 30.03 -1.10 -0.139 6.10
90 65 0 2870.5 30.60 -2.87 -0.066 3.77
90 70 0 2857.7 30.97 -4.51 0.034 1.60
90 75 0 2847.1 31.16 -5.92 0.149 -0.24
90 80 0 2839.0 31.22 -6.99 0.258 -1.64
90 85 0 2834.0 31.23 -7.66 0.335 -2.49
90 90 0 2832.2 31.22 -7.88 0.364 -2.78
v(bulk)
(m/s)
3390.2
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Appendix 3.22 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (90,6 ,90) Y ax is  c y l in d e r .
a B Y v(SAW) Av/v 0 9 0 /8 0 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10“") (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
90 0 90 2831.4 1.47 0 1.293 18.71 2856.9
90 5 90 2837.6 1.51 -2.51 1.269 18.92 2873.1
90 10 90 - 2920.4
90 15 90 2887.4 1.84 -7.20 1.978 20.71 2994.8
90 20 90 2930.6 2.24 -9.12 0.867 22.83 3089.6
90 25 90 2984.7 2.97 -10.32 0.542 26.83 3193.4
90 30 90 3044.4 4.49 -9.69 -0.024 35.57 3278.2
90 35 90 3088.4 6.63 -5.83 -0.331 51.56 3285.3
90 40 90 3094.8 6.36 -4.07 -0.343 58.92 3239.9
90 45 90 3090.0 5.37 -3.69 -0.412 61.16 3207.9
90 50 90 3090.9 4.57 -2.98 -0.414 63.40 3210.1
90 55 90 3101.7 3.94 -1.97 -0.405 65.87 3249.8
90 60 90 3123.4 3.40 -0.76 -0.402 68.40 3324.2
90 65 90 3155.4 2.93 0.60 -0.409 70.83 3427.0
90 70 90 3196.3 2.53 2.06 -0.425 72.94 3549.9
90 75 90 3243.1 2.20 3.58 -0.446 74.60 3683.8
90 80 90 3289.8 1.97 * 5.07 -0.462 75.62 3819.4
90 85 90 3326.6 1.84 6.29 -0.467 75.96 3947.4
90 90 90 3341.0 1.80 6.79 -0.465 75.99 4059.3
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Appendix 3.23 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  ( a , 90,90) Z axis  boule
a 3 Y v(SAW) Av/v 0 80/90 TCD v(bulk'
(deg) (m/s) (10-") (deg) (deg/deg) (ppm/°C) (m/s)
0 90 90 - 4059.3
5 90 90 3352.2 0.12 -1.99 -0.776 75.26 II
10 90 90 3349.8 0.46 -3.73 -0.698 75.43 II
15 90 90 3346.7 0.91 -5.10 -0.607 75.62 II
20 90 90 3343.8 1.36 -6.05 -0.530 75.82 II
25 90 90 3341.7 1.68 -6.61 -0.481 75.94 II
30 90 90 3341.0 1.80 -6.79 -0.465 75.99 II
35 90 90 3341.7 1.68 -6.61 -0.481 75.94 II
40 90 90 3343.8 1.36 -6.05 -0.530 75.82 II
45 90 90 3346.7 0.91 -5.10 -0.607 75.62 II
50 90 90 3349.8 0.46 -3.73 -0.698 75.43 II
55 90 90 3352.2 0.12 -1.98 -0.776 75.26 II
60 90 90 - II
65 90 90 3352.2 0.12 1.98 -0.776 75.25 II
70 90 90 3349.8 0.46 3.73 -0.698 75.42 II
75 90 90 3346.7 0.91 5.10 -0.607 75.61 II
80 90 90 3343.8 1.36 6.05 -0.530 75.80 ji
85 90 90 3341.7 1.68 6.61 -0.481 75.95 II
90 90 90 3341.0 1.80 6.79 -0.465 75.99 II
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Appendix 3.24 B e r l i n i t e  SAW p ro p e r t i e s  (90 ,90 ,? )  X cut  p l a t e .
a 3 ? v(SAW) Av/v 0 30/38 TCD v(bulk)
(deg) (m/s) (10-") (deg) (deg/deg) (PPm/°C) (m/s)
90 90 0 2832.2 31.22 -7.88 0.364 -2.78 3390.2
90 90 5 2802.2 32.11 -6.01 0.378 -3.99 3264.9
90 90 10 2780.6 31.58 -4.19 0.344 -3.82 3149.8
90 90 15 2766.3 29.49 -2.63 0.276 -2.02 3056.2
90 90 20 2757.9 25.83 -1.38 0.237 1.91 2971.4
90 90 25 2754.7 20.92 -0.07 0.310 8.67 2918.0
90 90 30 2758.2 15.56 1.88 0.474 18.44 2893.3
90 90 35 2771.6 10.66 4.58 0.587 30.32 2899.2
90 90 40 2797.4 6.68 7.52 0.569 42.59 2935.3
90 90 45 2835.7 3.68 10.11 0.455 53.72 2999.2
90 90 50 2884.8 1.63 12.02 0.308 62.87 3087.1
90 90 55 2942.0 0.45 13.20 0.165 69.81 3194.1
90 90 60 3004.3 0.02 13.70 0.040 74.65 3314.7
90 90 65 3068.9 0.12 13.62 -0.068 77.65 3443.7
90 90 70 3133.2 0.53 13.04 -0.160 79.14 3576.1
90 90 75 3194.8 1.04 12.04 -0.240 79.45 3707.3
90 90 80 3251.4 1.48 10.65 -0.313 78.87 3833.7
90 90 85 3300.8 1.74 8.91 -0.385 77.63 3951.9
90 90 90 3341.0 1.80 6.79 -0.465 75.99 4059.3
90 90 95 3369.4 1.69 4.23 -0.567 74.14 3943.1
90 90 100 3383.3 1.49 1.05 -0.709 72.35 3806.9
90 90 105 3378.9 1.35 -2.88 -0.851 76.75 3665.0
90 90 110 3353.3 1.48 -6.99 -0.707 69.20 3531.4
90 90 115 3311.0 2.11 -8.93 0.013 66.47 3418.7
90 90 120 3269.9 3.18 -6.69 0.846 60.74 3338.0
90 90 125 3249.4 4.15 -1.18 1.252 51.21 3298.2
90 90 130 3257.9 3.64 4.00 0.480 37.94 3304.6
90 90 135 3272.2 0.21 -0.70 -2.097 28.52 3358.9
90 90 140 3246.9 1.85 -8.24 -0.830 30.43 3458.2
90 90 145 3198.6 5.73 . -10.82 -0.317 28.28 3596.0
90 90 150 3142.6 9.78 -11.94 -0.149 23.61 3762.6
90 90 155 3083.8 13.96 -12.41 -0.043 18.18 3943.7
90 90 160 3025.0 18.19 -12.39 0.051 12.71 3900.5
90 90 165 2968.5 22.31 -11.90 0.144 7.61 3779.5
90 90 170 2916.5 26.05 -10.95 0.233 3.17 3651.8
90 90 175 2870.6 29.12 -9.58 0.311 -0.35 3520.7
